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INTRODUCTION
What 1s the nature of tragedy?

Is it embodied in an idea,

an attitude» or a type of character, or a type of structure?
Or 1s it in a common element to be round throughout ancient,
Renaissance, and modern tragedy?
emphasize

dlff~rent

Although these three periods

aspects of tragedy, the Greeks stressing

idea, the Elizabethan idea and character, the moderns character,
they all explore one fundamental problem
of tragedy.

}~lch

1s the essence

This problem 1s the relationship between man

and his universe; tragedy 1s the statement of man's understand
ing of that relationship.
If we are to comprehend this relationShip we

mus~

know the

writer's view of the nature of man and the nature of the uni
verse.

Usually the universe 1s conceived of as running accord

ing to an ineVitable order, rational and impersonal.
or the nature of man is to be round in man's will.
of man is usually the nature or his will.

The crux
The nature

As there is a basic

theme throughout tragedies, so there is a basic movement.
This movement starts with the

'~ill

which determines choice.

Then this choice leads to action or inaction which results in
certain inevitable consequences.

Therefore, since man must

sutfer the consequences of his choice and actions! man's choice
is, in a sense, man's rate.
Tragic action depends on man's ignorance or or opposition
to the

cos~c

order.

Men will their choices out or ignorance

or or in opposition to this cosmic order which lead to their
ruin.

Both this ignorance and this opposition are to be round

in man himselt.

Such ignorance is responsible ror producing

the tragic ironies or lire.

Man, ignorant or the cosmic order,

orten makes the wrong choice believing it to be the right
choic~

thereby causing the opposite or r-is intention.

It is

man's duty to himself to discover the operations or the uni
verse and to lead a life which is in harmony with it.
such insight or knowledge comes too late.

Usually

Man's tragedy is

not that he must die, for eventually all men must die; but
that, being mortal, man is limited and cannot fully compre
hend the cosmic laws.

Thus, man

1neDl"S

IJUrrering more than

his error calls tor and orten 11' subject to an untimely death.
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PART I:

GREEK TRAGEDY

INTRODUCTION
When writing about a period we have a tendency to gener

alize and typify that period

BS

8

whole rather than to explore

its individual, and therefore varying,

components~ although

these components actually do not permdt many generalizations
to be made.

We tend to forget how extensive an historical

period really 1s and how varied one particular writer alone
~ght

be.

The Aeschylus who wrote the Suppliants is an al

most entirely different person from the Aeschylus who wrote
the Oresteia. For this reason it would not be accurate to dis
cuss all the Greek tragedies In terms of one tragedy alone,
and yet

it Is also impossible to discuss all of them.

Realizing

this limitation I have selected certain Greek tragedies to
illustrate both the variety and unity

~ithin

one period.

Aeschylus' Oresteia_ Sophocles' Oedipus_ and Euripides'
Rippolytus are to be the examples.
Some generalizations can be made about Greek tragedy.
First

or

all_ almost all of them are based on myths fam11iar

to the contemporary audience.

This allowed the tragedians to

mdnim1ze mere expository material and devote the play to a
particular purpose or idea.
a chorus.

Secondly_ ell Greek tragedies used

However_ the extent and fUnction of the chorus

varies with each tragedian and indeed with each tragedy.
Stmilarly in all the Greek tragedies the presence of the gods
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Is felt, and In some they actually physically appear, but their
roles vary with each tragedy.

For Aeschylus in the Oresteia

the gods are changing and progressive.

They embody an idea

such as a moral or eocaea code, and they are

~_mmanent

action or they may appear e.e drsma.tle personae.

in the

'In the

Libation Bearers Apollo Is in the background, but In the
Eumenides he moves into the foreground.

Althou~

the gods

do not normally appear as physical characters in Sophocles, as
they do In Aeschylus and Euripides, they do rlay a decisive part
in the action.

Apollo Is a symbol of rational order in the

universe and he Is immanent In every human act because he re
presents the principle that every human act hae its inevitable
consequences.
• qualities.

The

~ods

in Euripides

~tand

for specific

Through the use t)f the god e and the chor-ua , ideas

expressed are elevated to un1 versal significance.

A.

Plot and Theme

We cannot dogmatically claim what was the major motivation
or idea behind the tregedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, or Euri
pides.

It is fairly safe to aSsume that they were partly con

cerned with winning a prize at the Dionysian festivel for Which
the tragedies were originally

written~

but it is also safe to

assume that the idea which recurs throughout a tragedy is the
one which holds the

~eatest

interest for the author.

Aristotle in the Poetics states that the most important
part of tragedy is the plot.

If we Bre to interpret plot to
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mean the imitation of an actlon,thls 1s another

~ay

of saying

the theme 1s the most important part of tragedy, and for the

Greeks this was true.

Although the characters' ere clearly

presented, they, and the plot, are Bubservient to the theme.
Justice was one or the important contemporary issues of
Aeschylus' time and was the important theme of Aeschylus'
tragedy the Oresteia.
in this trilogy.
in

~~ich

Three aspects of justice are presented

One aspect 1s that this is not a struggle

right opposes wrong but in which right opposes right.

One of Clytaamestrs's reasons for murdering Agamemnon was re
venge for Agamemnon's sacrifice of their daUghter, Iphlgenia.
Thererore, Clytsemestrs claims she 1e doing the right and
..

just thing when she kills Agamemnon, "the wor-k of this right

hand that struck in strength of righteousness" (Ag. 1405-1406).1
She also says, "Now hear this, the right behind my sacrament:
By my child's Justice driven to fUlfillment" (Ag. 1431-1432).
She will nbe content that (she) swept from these halls the
murder, the sin, end the fury" (Ag. 15?4-15?6).

And at ths

end of the Agamemnon Clytaemestra reafrirms her belier in her
righteousness.

"We two, 'I she tells Aegisthus,

good order to our house at least"

(A~.

II

shall bring

16~3).

Aegisthus too claims that his part in Agamemnon's murder
was the right and just action for him, nit was I, in my right,
who wrought this murder ••• " (Ag. 1604).
~nen

Driven to banishment

he was a baby he declares "justice brought me home again n

(Ag. 160?).

And "no..

CO

can die in honor, i f die (1) must,
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having sssn him

~gamemnon)

caught in the oord. of his just

punishment"(Ag. 1610-1611).

Ore.tes in The Libstion Bearers

murders his mother because she has murdered Agamemnon.

Now

it 1s Orestes who believes he 1s doing the right and just

thing when he kills Clytaemestra.

Orestes say. publiC],'

"1 killed my mother not without

80me

right.

stained her- (L.B. 102'7-1028).

Again he says, "It was in all

right that I achieved this death" (L.B. 988).
who sees that this 1s a struggle in

~hlch

It is Orestes

"warstrength shall

collide Tlth warstrengthj right with right."
that justice will avenge her.

father's murder

My

Electra prays

Over her father's grave she

prays,"Let earth and conquering Justlce ••• glve aid" (L.B. 147
148).

And to Orestes she crles,1l1 e t Force, and Right, and

Zeu8 ••• be on your side- (L.B. 244-245).

for right" (L. B. 398).

She exclaims,"I ask

She pleads with the gods to "be jus t

in what (they) bring to pass"

(L.B. 462).

A second aspect of justice in the Oresteia

concern~

the

dispute over which is stronger, the blood or marriage bond.
In the Eumenides Orestes ls accused, by the chorus, of kllling
someone vshe was of "blood coneent t.aj,"

(Eu ,

60B).

Orestes'

crime is thus consldered by the Furles to be worse than
Clytaemestra~since

(Eu. 212).

she did not kll1 someone of "kindred blood"

Apollo opposes the chorus' bellef by claiming "the

mother is no parent of that which is called her Child, but only
nurse of the new-planted seed that grows" (Eu , 558-5.:::..g).

athene

agrees with Apollo mainly because "there is no mother anywhere
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who gave me birth ••• !

~

always for the male with all my

heart" (Eu. 737-738).

A third and very important aspect of justice concerns the
change from traditional, automatic, individual retribution to

collective justice enforced by the state.
each person was executing his own

Until Orestes' trial

justlc~whlch

consisted of

"blood stroke for the stroke of blood" (L.B. 312).

anger for anger" (Ag. 1560),declares the chorus.

was Zeus' instrument of revenge on Troy.

"Here 1s
A~amemnon

Clytaemestra admin

istered her own revenge on Agamemnon for Iph1gen1a'a murder.
Orestes administered his own revenge on Clytaemestra for

Agamemnon's murder.

Electra,

althou~

she does not actively

take revenge, prays that evil will fallon the person who has
done eVil, "gifts to match the ••• evil they have done •.• " (L.B.95).

"r

pray that your avenger come, that they who killed you GAga

memnon) shall be killed in turn, as they deserve" (L.B.

14~-144).

Orestes says someth t ng similar to his mother when he is about
to kill her, "You killed, and it was wrong.
(L.B. 930).

Now suffer wrong"

Individual retribution ends and state justice be

gins at Orestes' trial.

Athene

reco~nizes

traditional justice and initiates a change.

the inadequacy of
She asks for a court

of mortals to judge this mortal, a court that ushall swear to make
no judgment that is not just" (ETJ. 48E).

Electra is conscious

of the distinction between colleetive law and individual retri
bution, as is indicated by her question whether she should pray
for someone to "Judge" the murderers or for someone to "give
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them punishment" (L.B. 120).
Justice and right are two key words 1n the Oresteia. While
Clytaemestra. Orestes, and Electra pray for revenge, justice,
and right, the watchmen and chorus pray for" some respite from
the weariness" (Ag. 1),

II

some man .... who will set :free the

Souse" (Ag. 160 )from 1 ts curse.

The chorus also prays f'or

Justice and right, "By the will of' Zeus let these things be

done, 1n the turning of Justlce ••• The spirit of
aloud" (L.B. 310-311)..

Rl~~t

cries out

They too are eager f'or right to win.

Their refrain is "Sing sorrow, sorrow; but good win out in the
end" (Ag. 120)..

They take an active part 1n the drama. and do not

•
regret the part they play because,

88

they assert, "All that

I spoke was spoken 1n rlght ll (L.B. 787-788).

Af'ter ccea ees

has murdered Clytaemestra, the chorus believes he has put an
"end (to] thiB chain of' bloodlettings" (L.B. 933).

The chor-us

assures Orestes IIWhat you did was well done •••:!ou liberated
ell the Argive City" (L.B. 1046).

At the trial the chorus

declares, "The man who does right, free-willed, without con
straint shall not lose happiness" (Eu..550-551).

Earlier the

chorus had said, "Righteousness is a shining in the smoke of
mean houses.

Her blessing is on the just manu (Ag , 775).

As Aeschylus is concerned with Justice, so Sophocles is
concerned with the laws and order of the universe.
Oresteia the gods represent justice.

In the

In Oedipus the gods,

but even more specifically the oracles, represent the order
of the universe.

We shall see something rotten in the city
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of Thebes as a result of the negation of order.

Sophocles 1e

interested in exploring this sltuetloD of disorder.
One of the choral odes (864-908)2 clearly defines the cen
tral theme of cosmic
says that the

~ods

order~

In the first strophe the chorus

are the creators of laws and order in the

universe, "laws begotten in the clear air of heaven, whose only
father 1s Olympus; no mortal nature brought them to br.r-tih" (867
869).

Although Sophocles does not define thls law, it Is the

general, rational structure of the world.

In the first antl

strophe he - applies the term law to the moral order, but moral
~xperlence

Is only a part of the total world structure.

Here

human, moral order proves that "Insolence ••• plunges sheer down
to the ruin that must be

II

(874-877).

But now in the second

strophe the certainty of the existence of law is questioned.
If Justice and law, in other words the moral structure, is
rejected, continues the chorus, then "why should I honour the
gods in the dance?"

(896).

Finally in the laet arrt t s tr-ophe

in this Choral passage the chorus declares they will no longer
go to worship Apollo (symbol of rational order) "untes s the
oracles are proved fit for all menls hands to point at"(90l-902).
Jocasta and Laius, in an attempt to defy the oracles' prophecy
concerning their son, Oedipus, had tried to dispose of Oedipus by
binding his ankles and then leaving him on a pathless hillside.
For a while Jocasta believed she had been

succes~ful

hibiting the prophecies from being fulfilled.

in pro

So, sure of her

success, Jocasta ironically tells Oedipus he should not pay
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attention to the oracles, B.Irl. she proceeds to give him pr-oo r

by illustrating her own story.

She concludes by telling Oedipus

that "Apollo failed to fulfill his oracle" (720).

She, there

fore, makes the assumption that since Apollo's oracle was false
all oracles are falsa: "so clear in this case were the oracles,

so clear and false.

Give them no heed" (723-724).

Jocasta

rejoices when she hears that Polybus is dead and that his death
was not caused by the hand of Oedipus; for this contradicts
what she bel!eved the oracle had prophesied for Oedipus.
~ocasta

To

this is another example of the unreliability end failure

of oracles.

She cries out triumphantly, "0 oracles of the gods,

where are you now?" (945-946). Oedipus himself now believes
that the oracles are dead and :false, liThe oracles ••• they ......e
. dead as he himself (polybus) is, and worthless" (971-973).
Jocasta urges Oedipus not to :fear his "mother's mer r f age bed"
because there is no rational order in experience and chance
is all: "Why should man

r eer since chance is all in all for him •.•.

Best to live lightly ••• unthinkingly" (977-979).

Jocasta had

tried to defy the oracles and by doing so she had tried to deny
(the) order in the universe.

Finally, Joceeta and Oedipus

reco~

nize their blindness and see that a rational order does exist.
Although the chorus loves Oedipus, they eventually hope for
his fall because they know that in or-der- for life to have mean
ing the oracle must be vindicated.

~ne

"I pity you, but I cannot look at you".

chorus says to Oedipus,
(1303),800 they plantively

cry, "Would I had never known you" (1348).

In

~!pide~'

tragedy Elppolytus puman frailty, excessive

passions, and p aes fonet.e rejection 01' passion are ideas in con
flict with the ideals of the ch&racters.

Reputation, nobility,

and honor are the ideals to which Phaedra and Hippolytus aspire

and which OCCUP7 Euripides' center of interest.

The EipDolytus

begins with a speech by Aphrodite in which even ahe, a goddess,
talks of her concern for honor.

She does not want Phaedra

to escape the "retribution that honor demands that (she) have"
• (50}.:3

Phaedra fights her passion for Hdppo Lybu s j yet she feels

inwardly guilty and says, liMy hands are clean: the stain is in

my heart" (317).

She does not want to speak to anyone of her

desire because her "honor lies in silence" (32:9).

But the

nurse argues, "wher-e honor is, speech will make you more honor
eb.Le" (332); and Phaedra answers, '!We ahou Ld not talk of "sb eme
(387).

!

Phaedra exclaims to the nurse that she will not hear

"such shameful words"

(49~).

die than to be dishonored.

For her it would be better to
The nurse, however, believes the

shameful words are better than "noble-Bounding moral sentiment. II
II

'The deed,

t

"

she says, "Ls better iT it saves your life than

your r good name r in which you die exul t t ng"

(501-503).

There

fore the nurse tells Hlppolytus of his mother's love for hIm.
'hben Phaedra learns of the nur ee t e betrayal, she aies, "There
fore I must die and die dishonored •••He
the}ilrl with my d f aho nor-" (68E).

CI'reseus] will fill all

Pha edr-a accuses the nurse of

giving her "dd aho no r-ab Le advice" (707).

"What you have tried,"

Phaedra exclaims, "has brought dishonor"

(7('-8).

Phaedra states

"
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clearly, lilt would always be my choice to have my virtues known

and honored" (402).
~er

She could not

bc~r

to be. a traitor to

husband, her children, and her hODor.

~he

prays that she

will leave her children "an honorable name w {424}, that she can
pass on to her children a "life with an uncontaminated name"
(718).

"For I will never shame you, my Cretan home" (719). she

cries.

Knowing that Phaedra will kill

her~~lf,

liThe shame or her cruel fate has conquered.

the chorus ssys,

She hae chosen

good nwme rather than life" (772-773).
Theseus, after reading Phaedra's note saying Hlppolytus had
raped her, exclaims "Be has dishonored God t e holy sunl1ght"(886).

"Look at this man L" he cries, liRe was my Bon and he dishonors

my wife's bed I" (£'42)

But Theseus' last worda to his dying

son after he has learned the truth, indicate that

Hip~olytus

had adrered to his ideal until the end; "How noble you have
proved to me" (1452).
The preceding discussion has suggested the underlying themes
of the Oresteia, Oedipus, and Hipoolytus.
included the action being

It has not, however,

imitated~althou~

theme are very closely interrelated.

the action and the

In the Oresteia the action

being imitated was crLme and punishment or retribution.

Here the

action beIng imitated is incorporated in the underlying theme of
justice.

In Oedipus the action being imitated Is Oedipus' dis

covery of who he is.

This has a subtle relationship with the

basic theme of order, for by discovering who he Is, Oedipus.
discovers the rational order that exists in the universe.

In
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Hlppolytua the action being imitated 1s a search for the maln
talnence of ideals, an action which 1s closely allied to the
major theme of honor.

B.

Ideas on the Universe and Gods

The Greek view of the nature of the universe 1s fundamentally
•

different from the

Ch~18tlan

view.

The Greeks believed that the

earth created the gods whereas Christians believe that God
created the earth.

Another major

theolo~lcal

difference

between the Greeks and Christians 1s that the Greeks believed
in many gods but Christians believe in one God.
more, the Greeks cld not have
Christianity.

8

Further

religious system a8 does

Nor did they have a sBcred book or creed.

The Greek gods themselves were different from the Chris
tian God.

AlthOUgh one god was considered supreme over the

other gods, this supremacy was not everlasting and indeed had
been overthrown from time to time:

"He who in time long ago

was great, throbbing with gigantic strength, shall be as if
he never were, unspoken.
master, and is gone.

He

~~o

followed him has found his

Cry aloud the victory of Zeu s!l(Ag.167-l73).

In other words even though Uranos hed strength and ruled over
all the

~ods

his son Kronos replaced him.

placed Kronos.

Change existed in the

Similarly Zeus re

rea~

of the

~ods

mortals, but the main principle of the universe never

and

chan~ed.

This principle is bused on the rational order which is main
tained by eternal laws.

Gods are born, and trerefore they are
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not eternal: but the laws were in existence before the

~ods;

and thus they Bre eternal.
ilIe Greeks did not believe in raode -bo wer-e omnipotent,
omnipresent, or omniscient.

Their

~ods

were anthropomorphic,

possessing human passions and weaknesses.
•

In addition,

ever , each god stood for a certain idea or quality.
being the supreme

~od

represents Many qualities.

~ow

ZE'UB,

In the

Oresteia, Zeus 1s the "bestower of power and beauty" as well

as the teacher of wisdom: "only Zeus, to cast this

de~d

weight

of ignorance finally from out my brain •••.zeus who .'SUlded men

to think, who has la1d it down that Wisdom comes alone through
suffering" (Ag. 176-178).
justice

[',y

He 1s called upon in the name of

Electra and Orestes to aid them in aveng fng

Agamemnon: "Zeus, Zeus grant me vengence for my father's
murder.

Stand and fight beside me," cries Orestes (L. B. 17).

Orestes later asks again for Zeue' help, "Zeus, Zeus direct
all that we try to do" (L.B. 246).

In the Oresteia the

Furies, Apollo, and Athene also stand for justice.

Orestes'

trial takes place at Athene's temple which she herself calls
"the place of the just" (Eu.413).

Athene gives

etren~th

to

her argument for Orestes by claiming, "I have Zeus behind me"

(Eu. 826).
justly.

Apollo says to Orestes, "To you ••• I shall speak

I am a prophet, I shall not l!e ••• ~is ie justice"

(Eu. 615-619).

Here the new .ods (Athene and Apollo) are in

con!'lict with the old gods _ the furies.
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In Oedipus Apollo 18

~ortant

as he is associated with

the oracle which is the representative of the inevitable order
of the universe.

.

Apollo'sAsymbollzes the existence of ra

tional order 1n the universe.

The fault of Jocaste and Oedl

pUB was their failure to realize the validity of the oracles,
•

and the rational order
cla1m8~"Apollo

~aranteed

by the oracles.

Jocasta

failed to fulfill his o r-ac Le" (?20)anc. Oed Lpu e

declares,"The oracles ••• they're dead ••• and

worthles~n

(970-972).

Aphrodite is the goddess of passion and Artemis is the
goddess of chastity in Euripides' Hlppolytus. Since the

~OdB

are not only enbhr-opomor-pt-Lc but also may represent a narrow
~uallty

or idea, they often go to extremes to maintain that

quality or idea.
for it is not

They often resort to questionable tactics,

unusual to find the gods using immoral or un

dignified methods.

Sometimes they are deceitful, quarrelsome

or even rebelliou8.
In the Eumenides, Athene and Apollo are guilty of inter
fering on Orestes' behalf for their own personal and prejUdiced
reasons. They are in favor ot Orestes' acquittal because they
are both in favor of the father and opposed to the mother.
Apollo believes the mother is not parent of the child, and
Athene says she is "always for the male" (737).
has hum&n feelings of love and

an~er.

Sometimes Apollo

When Cassandra had

~one

back on her word, Apollo could not take back the gift ot
prophecy he had given her, but he could curse her so that no
one would believe her prophecies.

But at other times, as in

Oedipus,Apollo is simply a Cold impersonal force.
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Aphrodite and Artemis 1n Hippolytus also have human feel
ings of love, anger) and desire for revenge.

A~hrodlte,

the

goddess of passion, was angered by Hippolytus' rejection of
passion and jealous of Hlppolytus' reverence for chastity,
•

Artemis. "Hlppolytus ••• has blasphemed me counting me vilest

of the Gods 1n Heaven ••• for his sins against me I shall punish
Rlppolytus n (10-22).

It does not matter to Aphrodite that

1n punishing Hlppolytus she Is also causing Phaedra to

~ffer;

nBer Q'hsedra I s] Bu.ffering does not weigh 1n the scale 80 much

that I should let my

en~es

go untouched" (48-49).

1s equally intent on taking revenge on Aphrodite.

Artemis
Arte~8

says to the dying: Hippolytlls, "You shall not be unavenged"
(1416).

But the dying Hippo1ytue says to his father, who had

unjustly punished him and is responsible for hie death, "I
free you from all guilt in this" (1449).
Even though the gods are thus susceptible to human weak
nesses, they are still revered by mortals as
mortals.

bein~

superior to

In the Oresteia Agamemnon, at first, does not want

to tread on the purple carpet that Clytaemestra has put out
for him because he knows that "Such state becomes the gods, and
none beside.

I am a mortal, a man ••• ~ tell you, as a man, not

god, to reverence me" (Ag. 923-925)..

In Oedipus the Priest

makes a similar distinction between god and man: I·We have not
come as suppliants to

t~s

altar because we thought of you as

of a god but rather jUd"ing you (Oedipus] the first of men"

(3l-33)..

The old man in Hippolytus prays before the statue
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or Aphrodite asking rorglveness ror HlppolytuB and telling her,
"You should be wiser than mortals, being gods" (120).
irony here 1s that the gods prove to be no more

•

~se

The
than the

mortals.

c.

Ideas on Man

Where does man stand in relation to the universe and
the goda?

As we Saw the change and instability 1n the realm

or the goda , so too are we to see instability 1n the realm

of man.

The kind of change that is most ou t.e t.and t ng not only

1n the Oresteia but throughout Greek tragedy and all tragedy
is the reversal of fortune that every man 1s subject to.
In the paradigmatic anecdote which Herodotus places at the

opening of his account or the wars between Greeks and Per
siana,

Solon had told Croesus, "What a chancy thing life is ......
r: t)"t

Great wealth can",make a man happier than moderate means, un
less he has the luck to continue in prosperity to the end •••.
Until he is dead keep the word 'happy' in reserve.

Till

then he is not happy, but only lucky .•• Dften enough God gives
a man a glimpse of happiness, and then utterly ruins him." 4
Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides all saw "what a
chaney thing life is".

In the Oresteia the chorus says that

lIfrom high good fortune" springs "the quenchless aRony!'
756).

(755

Agamemnon says, "Call that man only blest who has in

sweet tranquility brought his life to close" (928-929).

And

Cassandra cries out as she goes to her death, "Alas poor men,
their destiny.

When all goes well a shadow will overthrow it.
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If it be unkind, one stroke of the wet sponge wipes all the
picture out" (1327-1329).

In Oedipus we again see the same idea of
reYersal of fortune.
pus himself.

chan~e,

in man's

This is seen most dramatically in Oedi

Ql"dlpus, once "nees t.ee t in all men's eyes"

the best of men, has become the worst of men.

Oedipu8

(40),

ODOS

a noble, happy man has become lithe greatly mf ae r ab Le , the most
accursed, whom God hates above all men on earth" (1:34-4-1:346).
JocQsta calls him, "unhappy Oedd pua" (1071).

The chorus at

the very end declsres that no mortal, great or weak, Is se
cure t'rom the reversals of fortune and

it concludes, "Count

80

no mortal happy till he has passed the final limit of his lIfe
secure from paf n" (1529-1530).

In Hlppolytus also we see the idea of
in men's lives.

cha~e

of fortune

'!'he chorus sees man's fortune as "ever-veer-Lng ,

and the currents of life as shifting. wandering forever"

(1110).

They. like the chorus in Oedipus. say III cannot say of any
man: he is happy.

See here how former happiness lies uprooted"

(981-982) •

There is a tendency to regard the Greek man as a fated
being instead of seeing him as the free
The gods are not the dictators of fate.

a~ent

he actually is.

They function primarily

as a framework representing the forces in the universe Which
man may accept or reject according to his will.

This is

explicitly stated by Hfppo Lyt.u e , "jten make their choice: one
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man honors one God, end one another" (104).

In the Odyssel

Zeus says "What a lamentable thing it Is that men should blame
the gods and regard us as the souroe of their troubles, when
it Is their own wickedness that brings them Buffering worse
than any which destiny allots bhem'' (26).5

and Euripides believed man to be a free

Aeschylus, Sophocles,

a~ent.

man is the only one responsible for his fate.
In Beyond 'l'ragedy said that IIMan Is mortal.
},fan pretends not to be mortal.

Being free,
Heinhold Niebuhr

That 1s his fete.

That Is pis sln.'16

In ref'er

enca to the first part of this statement the Greeks would have
agreed with Niebuhr.

For man is Dot fated because of the will

of the gods) but man Is fated because of his own wIll.
Is a Victim of his neture, not a victim of a

~od.

Man

Man is rree

t-o will an act, but this will can be influenced by man's
passions and limitations.
In the Oresteia there was no god compelling Clytaemestra
to murder Agamemnon.

Clytaemestra1s decision to c ommf t; this

crime rested entirely on her own

~assions

and jealousy; revenge for

I~h1genia,

of AgamemnonJand

or Cassandra.

passions.

j~alousy

Orestes wanted to

ave~e

of revenge, love, hate,

love of Aegisthu8, hatred
Orestes too had his

Agamemnon's death; he wanted

to recover his estates and he wished to punish Aegisthus and
Clytaamestra.

Orestes made a choice, as the chorus says,"Yes,

he m1.-rdered his mother by deliberate choice" (425); his choice,
however, wae

~artly

maned by the

~odts

determined by his emotions and partly deter
persuasion.

In the Eumenides Orestes claims,
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"ApollO shares responsibility for this.

II

He declares that

it vee lib,. the order of this god, her-e ." ~poll~)that he was
urged to murder Clytaemestra.

Aeschylus had the

~ods

step

out of the background into the foreground to play an active

part in Orestes' decision in order to sanction and render
his action more justifiable than Clytaemestrals.
Aeschylus literally used the deus g

macil..1n.a. here.

In a sense
Aeschylus

was far more sympathetic with Orestes than with Clytaemeetra.
He agreed with Orestes that Clytaemestra "was dirtied twice
over with disgrace" (600) because she murdered a husband
and thereby a father too.

Orestes believes that Apollo,

who st9.I1CS for justice and order, wf Ll, not forsake him.

(L.B.

26~).

Oedipus, Hlppolytu8, and Phaedra were all victims of
their own natrur-es ,

In the case of Oedipus the strength of his

character destroyed him.

Teiresias tells Oedipus that "cr-eon

is no hurt to you, but you are to yourself" (379).

The out

come of Oedipus proves that Oedipus' choice was right; right
for him as king and right for the city of Thebes but wrong
for h1m as man.
His passionate actions were a result of his moral blind
ness.

Oedipus was a passionate man.

He curged the murderer

of Laius before knowing who he was)and then had to suffer the
consequences of such a hasty, harsh, unnecessary curse.
quf ck to anger whether it was justifiable or not.

He was

Hie anger

was first directed toward Teiresias then toward Creon.

He
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blindly pursued

knowled~e, kno.led~e

the murderer of Laius was.
he

unknow1n~ly

of who he was enc who

In his blind and passionate quest

cursed himself and exposed himself to public

humiliation by haVing Creon deliver the oracle's
in pUblic; "speak it all-

(g~)

messa~e

Oedipus tells Creon.

Oedipus claims he has "given many tears to this, end

~one

many ways wandering in 'though t" (66-67) in an effort to dis

cover how the plague can be lifted trom Thebes.

He sends

for Apollo's advice, but being mortal he Is incapable of realiz

ing what the oracle Is refer~ng to.

When Telreslas tries to

enlighten him, Oedipus does not see the I1p;ht because he

Is incapable of recognizing it.
Oedipus,
(414).
'~:e

rt~ou

Telreslas tries to warn

have your eyes but you see not Where you ere"

Oedipus blindly denies the validity of the oracla.

only way Oedipus can see 1s by suffering.

T'!'"1erefore,

Oedipus r suffering 18 essential to knowl edge , and 1 t 1s

this knowledge that 1s the tragic insight or vision.

comes too late for Oedipus, the man.

This

Oedipus cries out,

"0 god, I think I have called curses on myself in ignor
anc e" (745) •. The herdsman is aware that Oedipus "speaks

out of his ignorance" (1151).
blame for his ruin.

No one but himself 1s to

Oedipus clearly recognizes this,

hand that struck me was none but my own" (1331).

"The

The s ec ond

messenger states that "troubles hurt the most when they

prove self inflicted" (1231-123?J.
Professor Bernard Knox 1n his book Oedipus at Trebes
argues persuasively that dramatic excitement Can not re created
unless there 1s human free will and responsibility and unless
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the catastrophe results from free decision and action.7
asserts that

He

1n the actiDns of Oedipus 1n the play fate plays
Knox Bupports this statement by demonstrating

no part at all.

the autonomy of Oedipus' actiDns.

He Shows that Telreslas'

prophecy 1s the result of oedipus' free actions.

It was

Oedipus' free decision to consult the Delphic oracle; it was
hlf f'ree decision to ask Creon to disclose the oracle's news
in public; and it was Oedipus' free decision to curse Laiue'

,

murderer.

Oedipus' autonomy of actions 1s emphasized by a

sequence of efforts by people Who try in vain to deter him.
Telreslas

a8~s

Oedipus to let

h~

go home.

He tells Oedipus,

"I will nDt bring this pain upon us both ••• l will tell you
nothing"

(331-33~).

But Oedipus Lnaf e bs ,

Jocasta twice tries

to prevent Oedipus from further inquiry which she fears will
only lead to ruin:

"I beg you-do not hunt this out-I beg you,

if you have any care for your own life" (1060-1061)
men also p Leade ,

110

~

The herds

master, p Leaae-T beg you, master, please

don't ask me more" (1165).
The tragic action, explains Knox, is not the fulfillment
of the prophecy but the discovery that he (Oedipus) hBs ful
filled it.

Some of the main events in the play are not even

part of the prophecy, Knox points out.

The discovery of the

truth, Jocesta's suicide, and Oedipus' self-blinding are events
which were not mentioned in any of the prophecies.
Euripides, like Aeschylus and Sophocles, recognized that man
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1s primarily responsible for his own fate.

Rlppolytus said

liMen make their choice: one honors one God, and one another"

(104).

Hlppolytus

chos~

to honor

It was not merely Aphrodite as a

Arte~s
goddeB~,

rather than Aphrodite.
but Aphrodite as

sexual passion, (which 1s a part of' life, that part of life

which

Hlppolytus~to

It 1s not the ec tu at

reject) that caused Hlppolytus' suffering.
~Od8,

Aphrodl te and Artemis, but actual

parts of life that are in conflict in Ripoolytus. The ideas
ere portrayed

88

concrete visible characters in this play to

illustrate the point more vividly and dramatically.

As Sophocles

Oedipus destroyed by the strength of his character,

shows

Euripides shows Hlppolytua and Phaedra deatroyed by the In

completeness of their characters.

K_'ripides shows that SOme

men suffer and fall as Hippolytus did, because a part of life
was

rejected~

Hippolytus thought he could choose a part of

reality, but as a human being he must take and accept the

whole~

And some men Buffer and fall, as did Phaedra, because of a
passion which is in conflict with an ideal which he is un8ble
to

control~

Hippolytus was painfully aware that he was not

normally placed in society because of his bastard birth.
hated women and passionately rejected passion.

He

Phaedra, des

pitEher efforts to maintain chastity and honor, fell prey
to her passionate nature once and then

strug~led

to regain her

h snor ,

At first, when love struck Phaedra she reflected how best
to bear it, and her first plan was "silence and concealment"
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(394).
IIWi

When that railed, she believed she could conquer love

th discretion and good s ens e"

she resolved to die.

true tlon rl

(398)

J

and when that too f'ad Led ,

"This then'' admitted Phe.edra "Is my des

(419) ~ bee QUBe she could not beer to be a tral tor

to her husband and children; she had to regain honor at any
cost.

Being human, Pbaedra rel1 in love with Hlppolytus.

"This Is my work" (28) -cLafmed Aphrodite; in other words this

She tried to keep silent but being

was the work of passion.

human she could not rerrain from succumbing to the nurse 1s
persuasion to talk of her passion.

hand compels my reverence" (335).

"if you plead the
the abyss" (505).

c~use

"I yield.

Phaedra told the nurse

or wrong so well, I

Artemis

St

t~

Your suppliant

~hall

fall into

that Phaedra "tried to

overcome her love with the mind's »ower , but at last

a~ainst

her will she f'e Ll, to the rrur-aet e e t.r-e t egems" (13Q3-1305).
The nurse was blamed by Phaedra as the cause of her ruin;
"She (Jhe nurse] loved me and she told him of my trOUbles,
and so has ruined me" (596).

The nurse meant to give Phaedra

sound advice by telling her to practice temperance,
less the extreme than temperance in everything.
bear me ou t;" (264-266).

"r

praise

The wise

"Lov e of' one 1'or the other must be

tempered" (254) .. declared the nurse to Phaedra, "Love must not
touch the marrow of' the soul.

Our af'f'ections must be breakable

chains that we can cast o1'f or tighten them" (255-25?).
such advice could not be ap'lied in Phaedra's

~ituation.

But
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Phaedre, like Clytaemestra and Oedipus, failed to see wherein
she herself was the pilot of her fate.

in Aeschylus and

Sophocle~men

In Eurlpldes.Jmore than

seem to be the

playthln~s

The characters are quick to accuse the

the gods.

~Od8

of

or ex

ternal forces for the unhappy situations in which they find
themselves.

Phaedre blamed the gods for her madness and fall,

"It was the madness sent from some god that caused my fall"

(241).
It~

She claimed that neither she nor HlppolytuB

(~19),~

cur-se" (343).

n

wl 11 s

She refered to her curse as nan inherited
The nurse too believed it was some mischievous

god who thwarted Phaedra' B wi te and "prompts such whirling,
frenzied, senseless eor-de"

(172).

Phaedra I s passion, she cried out,

When the nurse learned of
II

Cypris, you are no god.

You are something stronger than a god if that can be.

You

have ruined her and me and all this house" (35g-361).

She

told Phaedra to endure her love because "the gods have willed
it so".

Theseus also blamed external forces for what has

happened to him.

On learning of his wife's death he accused

fate of grinding him and his house to dust,

II

fate in the form

of some ineffable pollution, some grim spirit of revenge n

(819-820).

Theseus supposed that "it must be the sin of some of my enee e 
tors in the dim past, God in his revenge makes me pay now"
(830-831).

When Theseus learned that he had unjustly caused

his sonls death he declared "a god tripped up my judgment n
(1414).

Like Phaedra, the nurse, and 'fb ea eu e , the women in the

chorus talk of the gods as be fng the cause of man's fate: "Su r ely
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eoee God brings sor-r-ow 1n succession" (866).
of the play Hippolytus cried ·Woe for my fate"
cried, ·Unhappy boyJ

Both

Hlp~o11tus

.ri.nd at the end
(1:350).

You are yoked to e. cruel fate"

Artem1e

(1390).

and Artemis blamed Aphrodite for all the

suffering that had been caused by her "cunmng anar-e a" (1406).

Artemis told Elppolytus "It

WBS

fate that you should die so"

(14:36) •

Elppolytus believed chastity was the answer but It wasn't;
Phaedra believed death was the answer but 1t wasn't; the nurse

believed moderation or temperance was the answer but 1t wasn't;
and Theee•• believed sxile and death for Hippolytus was the
ans~er

but It wasn't.

All the characters ironically produced

the opposite of their 1ntentlons because being human they were
unable to see what the right answer really was, and thus
suffered and fell t.hr-ough their own human t enor anc e ,
the right answer?
mortals.

t~ey

',''hat was

This they could never know--being merely

Nor did the dram&tist himselr orrer an

heschylUB demonstrated how
ing inrluence or persuasion.

fall~ble

ans~er.

men are under the beguil

Sophocles demonstrated how rallible

men are because of their blindness to

realit~J

and Euripides

cemonstrated how rallible men are under the deBtructive
force of love.
Persuasion is not merely a divine rorcej It Is a rorce
under which men and gods cannot stand.

It was by perauBsioD

that Helen won Parle; 1 t was by persuasion that Agamemnon -ve Lked
on the purple earpet

or

pride; and it was by persuasion that
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Orestes was led to nrurder Clytaemestra:

"Persuasion •••

strong daughter of designing ruin"

~e5-~e6J

chorus.

(A••

Bang the

The chorus asked Clytaemestra, "In persuasion of what

report do you order such sEertrice- (Ag. 86-87)1

They comment

ed ~at the flames of her sacrifice were ·drug~ed by the simple

soft persuasion of sacred

un~ents~(Ag.

94-95).

The chorus

asked Orestes, at the trial, "By whose persuasion aOO ad

vice did you this" (Eu. 593)1

The final act af persuasion in

the Oresteia occurred when Athene undertook to persuade
the Furies to be reconciled with the new principles: "But
if you hold Persuasion has ber sacred place of warshir, in
the sweet be gv j Lemen t. of my voice, then you might stay with
us· (E1.1. 885-867).

And Athene said, "I admire the eyes of

Per-su as t on , who gu t ded the speech of my mouth"
~71)

(~.

970

•

While persuasion was an ambivalent force in the Oresteia,
leading both to destruction

am

to the creation of a new

order, love in the HippolltuB Is simply B destroying force.
The nurse warned Phaedr-a not to let love touch the marrow of
the

SOD!.

The chorus prayed that love

mi~ht

never enter their

hearts because it causes "r-ud n ",'hen (it) enters human hearts·'
(544), and "Love goes

destroyin~ ~~ough

the

worl~"

(~~:?),

"Love is like a flitting bee in the world's ~arden ane fo!' its
flowers, destruction is in his breath rr (561-562).

After the

chorus learned of the rrurse r s betrayal, they told Phaeor a ,
"those you love have betraYed you" (595),

Anc finally at

the end of the play the chorus accuses love of "bewi t ch I ng"
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and "maddening" the heart (1274).

We have seen how applicable to Greek tragedy 1s NiebUhr's
statement. uXan 1s mortal.

This 1s his rate. ft S

The second

part or Niebuhr's stetement. ftMan pretends not to be mortal.
~at

1s bis ein", 1s also applicable to Greek tragedy.

We

see evidences of this in Agamemnon's treading on the purple
carpet, in the efforts of Clyteemestra

and Orestes'

to

rl~t

the wrong by themselves, in the denial by Oedipus and Jocasta
of the order in the

olytus.
~e

~verBe,

and in Theseus' curse on Elpp

The chareeters themselves condemn these actions as

deeds or mortals pretending to be more than mortals.

When Clytaemestra tempted Agamemr.on to walk on the purple
carpet he said, "I tell you, as a man, not god, to reverence

men (Ag. 925).

But she persuaded him to commit this overt,

visible act or pride in order to justiry her act of murder
as

minister of justice.

All of Oedipus' actions take place

after the priest in the prologue has said to him, nWe have
not come as SUppliants to this alter because we thought or you
as of a God, but rather judged you the first of men" (31-33).
The nurse in Hippolytus warned Phaedra, "It's only insolent
pride to wish to be superior to the

god~~

(475),and Theseus

in Eippolytus condemned all the daring impudence of men's
minda, "The mind of man-- how far will it advance?

Where will

its daring impudence find limits" (936-937)1
Partly because mants fate is his mortality and pertly
because mants sin is his pretending not to be mortal, man
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lacks the proper understanding of the nature of the universe.
There are two kinds of
1s not.

19norance~

one 1s willful, the other

Hlppolytus was willfully blind.

He refused to see.

The servant tried to explain to him that, as man should
equally be a .friend and honor every god; man should not re

ject a part of 11fe.

In contrast Oedipus, was willing to

comprehend the universal laws but could not until they were
proven to him

h .•

by~sufferlng

under them.

We have learned from Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides
that "it 1s natural for man to s t n' fB'ur.-315), 1 t Is natural for

man to be persuaded, to be blind or ignorant, and to be
consumed by passions, especially love.
by his

~rtalltYJ

must Buffer.

Man, being limited

Euripides emphasized that

no 11fe 18 secure from paln,"We all must suffer sometimes:
we ere mortal" (Eur.207).

This statement illustrates what

we find to be true in all the Greek tragedies, the fact that
the innocent as well as the guilty suffer.

As the chorus

in the Agamemnon states in reference to the Trojan War,
"Danaans and Trojans they have it alike ••• not innocent cool
tears will soften the gods' etiff' anger II (Ag , 66-71).
Sophocles recognized this world wide suffering; but to
him this suffering Was essential, for it reveals the meaning
of life and teaches wisdom.

Oedipus' Buffering was necessEry

to give menning to experience because it proved the existence
of moral order.

In the Oresteia suffering, Zeus t avgh t ,

was necessary in order to acquire wisdom: "Justice so moves
that those only learn who suffer" (250-251).

As

She~pard
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sald, "One of the guesses made by Aeschylus at the solution

of life's moral tangle was that sutrerlng 1s god's disci

pline for man n • S
There does not

s~em

to be any discussion of ideas on

man's inherent evil or goodness; men may be lucky or unlucky,
not evil or good.

The nature of

world appears to be defined in
latlon of' universal order.

~ood

te~mB

and evil in the Greek

of acceptance or vlo

Compliance wi til" or Violation of,

these laws 1s external and observable.

By this definition

Clytaemestra was evil because she violated the natural order
of the

f~ly

by murdering a husband and a father.

Clytaemestra's evil led

to further eVil.

Orestes tech

nically committed a similar evil by murdering a mother", but
this evil

led

to the end of eVil} that 113 to a more just and

thorough system of justice, whereby order could be restor
ed.

Oedipus and Jocasta were evil because they too broke

the order in the universe, but an even more serious offense
was their overt denial or that order.

It was right

~at

Oedipus be judged worst of men because that is the law;
has violated the law, and he must pay for it.

he

HippolytuB

was eVil becauseJscornlng Artemis,he attempted to deny one
phase

o~

the universal order.

went contrary to the laws of

Phaedra saw that her desires
~am1ly

because she was guilty of such an
Artemis accused

~eseus

end society; therefore)

evi~

She committed suicide.

of breaking the natural order,

IIYou have murdered a son, you have broken nature's laws" (1287).
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A characteristic of evil 13 its self-propagation.

Evil

breeds evil; "Only the act of evil breeds to follow, young
sins to Its own likeness" (Ag. 758-760), sang the chorus in
Agamemnon.

In The Libation Bearers the chorus asked, n"Nhat

can wash off the blood once spilled upon the ground?" (LoB.
48); and the chorus answered, "All the world's waters •• may
try to wash blood from the hand of the stained man; they only
bring new blood guilt on" (L.B. 72-75).
individual retribution 1s
propa~atlng

itselfj

~n

In~olved

~,e

whole theme of

in the idea of evil

endless chain of bloodlet+lng:

-It Is but law that When the red drops have been spilled
upon the ground they cry aloud for fresh b Lood ,

act calls out on Fury to

brlr~

For death

out of those who were slain

before new ruin on ruin sc comp Lt shed" (L.B. 400-404).
D.

The Nature of the Tragic Hero

Now that we have seen the Greek idea of the nature of the
universe and man, it is easier to understand the nature of
the tragic hero.

To a certain degree Aristotle's deflnltlon

of the tr&gic hero as beIng a man
life, Is true.

The

tra~lc

~reater

th~n

heroes Agamemnon,

he Is in actual

Clytaemestra~

Orestes, Oedipus, JOc&sta, Hippolyttls, and Phaedra, possess
a certain grandeur and nobility that surpasses ordinary men.
Yet the tragic hero has his Tieaknesses and fallIng as does
every man.

Aristotle's other statement declaring that thp

hero falls because of a harmatia (error of failing) is not
usually true.

The hero'3 ruin

is~ore

likely to be a re
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Whether it is one failing or

suIt of his entire character.

his general character, the hero 1s the master of his own
fate.

He alone makes the tragic choice which leads to the

tragic action and fall.

Professor Knox presents

8

thorou~

case for the idea

that Oedipus, as tragic hero, falls because of the nature of

his entire

characte~not

because of merely one flaw.

The

first point that Knox makes 1s that Oedipus is a man of
action; he Bent for the oracle's advice, "l sent ••• Creon •••

to Apollo ••• that he might learn there by what act or word
I could save this cl ty" (69-73); he Bent for Telreslas,

"On Crp.on's word I have sent two messengers and why the pro
phet is not here already I have been wondering" (87-89);
he Bent for the herdsman, "Send someone for the peasant to
bring him here. do not neglect Lb"

(860); and Oedipus sent

for the shepherd. HSomeone go and fetch the shepherd for
me"

(IOe9).

Oedipus relentlessly pursues his atm~

Be

acts quickly and deliberately. and he is impatient of slow
ness.

Oedipus admits himself that 'Imy actions have not been

s Iugg sz-d'' (8e).

He is vexed that Creon "Ls gone far longer

than he needed for the journey" (75), and he impatiently won
ders why Teireslas "is not here already" (88).

As Knox

points out, Oedipus' questions to Creon, Teiresias, Jocasta,
the messenger, shepherd, and herdsman are rapid; he never
loses time.
out thought:

Although Oedi us acts rapidly, it is not with
"You have not roused me like a man from sleep",
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says Oedlou8, "Know that I have given many tears to this,
gone many ways wondering In thought" (66-67)..

results from hie superior intelligence.
has a creative as well as

B.

Ris thought

Knox says Oedipus

crt tical intelligence.

He has

a critical intelligence, says Knox, because ot hie method
of

questlon1~~wh1ch

Is lIke that In a court, and because

Oedipus InslRts on complete knowledge and clarity.
have the fUll truth.

He must

Despite Te1rea1ss', Jocasta's, and

the herdsman's pleas to oedipus to stop his investigation,
he continues.

His only comment Is "1 must hear" (1170), no

l"tstter how :fearful tlie knoW1edge may be.

This Is the deter
~

mlnatlon of man greater than he actually 18.
creative

Intelll~ence

as ask questions.

He has a

because he Is able to answer as well

He was the only one able to answer the

riddle of the sphinx.

"I solved the riddle by my wi t alone"

(98), declares Oedipus.
Knox

~ays

the critical and creative intelligence of

Oedipus along with his position in Thebes illustrates the
"versatili ty of O-edipus I brain" .10

Oedipus

I

will to ec tion,

KnoX believes, is based on his "superb cour-age" and "springs
from enormous self confidence".

Knox points out that this

self confidence is the mark of a superior person.

It is not

vanity; the confidence that he has in himself is no greater
than what others have in him.

Thebes regards him as "the

first of men" (33), "noblest of men" (46)J and Oedipus is
"Willing to give all that you (T"ebe.) may need" (11),

Hi.

self confidence permits him to be hopeful and optimistic.
He feels sure that he will accomplish what he set out
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to do, III Will bring this to light" (132) asserts Oedipus,
"and justly you

~111

see 1n me an 811y, 8 champion of my

country and the God" (134-135).

Let the assembly meet

says Oedipus "upon the understanding that I I I I do every
thing" (144-145).
an ideal ruler.

The opening scene

plc~e8

Oedipus 88

He loves the people and has a strong

sense of responsibility toward them.
fore, Is justified

8S

His anger. there

it arises out of his devotion to

the city of Thebes.
This 18 Oedipus' character, 8S Knox S8es it:
a great man,

8

he 18

man ot experience, who executes swift and

courageous action but not without deliberation.

He Is

111umdnated b1 analytic and demanding intelligence.

His

successful actions generate self confidence which Is al
ways directed to the common good.

He Is an absolute

ruler who loves and is loved by his people.

Oedipus 1s

capable of anger only under great provocation and Which
can be subdued when he sees himself isolated from his
peopl&.

Knox says that Sophocles presents a hero who

destroys himself.

The process of selr-destruct1on is

d1ff1oult and 1s presented as a heroic task to which
Oed1pus dedicates himself for the common good.

We can

agree with Knox that "Oed Lpu e is the greatest single
individual in Greek Tragedy".ll Knox's description of
Oedipus depicts him as b&ing a man greater than he actually
is, yet a man who has a common bond with everyman in his
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ignorance of the ceeeu.c order.

To Knox Oedipus does not

fit into Aristotle's theory of the harmartla because he

views Oedipus' tragedy as being a "product of the total

men".

But

knox does agree that Oedipus t tragedy Is what

Aristotle believed to be the best kind, reversal combined
with recognition.

Oedipus' moment of

reco~nltlon

during his questioning of the herdsman.

occurs

He then aeea who

he Is, and that he, who rejected the prophecy and the di
vine order of the world, 1s
tence.

8

living proof of its exis

This Is also the moment of reversal:

kills herself and Oedipus blinds himselfj

"luckless" oedfpua ,

sals

Jocasta

he 1s now the

The second messenger sees this rever

"The fortune of the days gone by was true good

fortune--but today groans and destruction and death and
shame--of all ills can be nSJT.ed not one t e mf e at ng" (1281
1286) •

Hippolytus is a different type of tragic hero from
Oedi DUS,

a.l though hi s ruin, like

th~t

of' Oedd pua,' was a

result of' the nobility of' his character.

Ironically Hippoly

tus' ruin was a result of' the nobility of his character.
He knew that Phaedrals note accusing him of raping her was
a lie, ,but he did not deny it and nobly accepted the conse
quenc ea of 1 t ,

III know the truth and dare not tell the

truth" (10£11) says Hippolytus.
ordinary nobility.

Here is a man of more than

But Hippo1ytus i8 not the great and

noble f'igure that Oedipus is.

In modern terms Hippolytus'

character would be termed pathological.

He has an intense

hatred of' women, "I'll hate you women, hate and hate and hate
you, end never have enough of hating" (664).

He also has

an extreme sensitivity to his bastard birth, "I would not
wish on any of' my f'riends a bastard's birth" (1084).
tus also has a f'anatic adherence to chastity.
the servant that he worships Aphrodi te

II

Hippoly

He tells

f'rom a long way

or.r" because "I am chaste" (102). He hails Artemis as
"Maiden Goddess most beautiful of' all the Heavenly Host
that lives in Olympus" ('70) and he teJ.ls Theseus that he
is a "Virgin to this very day" (1004) and has no desire to
be otherwise.

In H1ppolytus there is no recognition on

Hippolytus' part of' his own f'ailings.

With this f'act we

may connect the f'act that instead of one reversal there
are two.

The f'irst reversal occurs when Phaedra's note

is disclosed and Hippolytus 1s cursed by his father.
curse is the cause of' Hippolytus
destruction as a man.

t

This

death and the cause of his

The second reversal occurs when

Hippolytus nobly tells his father, with his dying breath,
"I free you from all guilt in this" (1449).

This act of'

liippolytus' is a triumph f'or him, but is a triumph in which
he does not recognize any fault in his own conduct.

Arte

mis' action 1n establishing permanent honors f'or Hippolytus
isproof that the gods themselves accept the value of' the
standards by which Hippolytus has lived.

It is also a
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triumph for all mortals because they are capable of for
giveness as the gods are not •.

As Hlppolytus ends in trlumph 1 8 0 does Oedipus.
thou~h

Al

the hero as man in both plays Is destroyed, the

victory that they achieve as more than man triumphs over
their mortal defeat.
Orestes Is the tragic hero in the Oresteia.

Orestes'

ending Is victorious because he has been released in the
name of justice and he has stopped the endless chain of
bloodlettings.

The Oresteia Is not a tragedy in any of

the Aristotelian terms.

Orestes has no moment of

Insl~t

or recognition, and there Is no one moment of reversal.
Reversals do occur ;erlodlcally

th~oughout

the trilogy.

One revers&l occurs when Agamemnon Is murdered; then a
second reversal occurs when Clytaemestra is murdered; still
another reversal takes place when Orestes is acquitted at
his trial.

Although Orestes is technically considered

to be the tragic

her~CIJtaemestra is

so powerful that

she too can be considered as a tragic hero.

However,

neither she nor Orestes ever has any moment of tragic
insi~t.

Clytaemestra has a statuesque grandeur, but this,

in her case, does not mean she is a great or noble character,
it simply means that she is a powerful, passionate,and deter
mined person in dimensions which exceed
person.

th~se

of the normal

Whereas Oedipus' grandeur was directed toward

restoring order, Clytaemestra's grandeur was directed to
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ward destroying order.
Generally the Greek tragic hero 1s e. strong, determined.

person driven by an ideal or passion.

By his driving passion,

he encounters a moment of reversal which usually leads to a
moment of lnslght or vlslon.
ately rejected passion.
thought

Hlppolytus bllndly and passlon

Oedipus blindly but with reason and

sought to help the city of Thebes.

Phaedra with

careful thought and reason decided the kind of life she
wished to achieve and adhered to it.

Similarly Orestes

thought out his course of action and then carried it out.

In gummarlz1ng Part I we can say that AeschylUS, Sopho
cles, and Euripides have shown that the nature of tragedy
Is to be found In manls relationship to the universe.
three tragedians illustrate this idea by

shDwln~

These

how man,

who Is strong, clashes wi th the universe, which Is stronger,

thus ending in catastroPhe and tragedy for man.

The reason

for men'. tragedy i. that hls strength is in his will.

This

prompts man to act J but he is not always aware of the conse
quences of his actions.

AeschylUS, Sophocles, and Euripides

show man striving for ideals and trying to understand the
universe.

In the Oresteia Aeschylus

nature of justice in the world.

~as

interested in the

In Oedipus, Sophocles was

interested in the laws and order of the world.

In Hippoly

tus, Euripides was interested in the ideals that motivate
and determine people's lives.

Since the zcda played an

important role in the lives of the Greeks they also played
an important role in their dramas.
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PART II,

THE CRESTEIA Am; IlOI'RNING

BECOME~

ELECTBA

INTRODUCTION

Aeschylus retells Homer's story of
retel~8

Aeschylus' story or Agamemnon.

~gmnemnon)as

O'Neill

OINeill utilizes the

reader's knowledge of the Oresteia in building up the
effects of his own play, Mourning Becomes Eleetra.

Although

it 1s not essential to know Aeschylus' Oresteia in order to

understand O'Neill's Mourning Becomes Electra, both under

standlngtthe enjoyment are enhanced by such knowledge.
1~

It

the purpose of this part or this study, by revealing the

slml1&rltles and dlrferences between these two trilogies,
to Le ad the reader to a:;reater aja-r-ec La t I on of

Yourn~ng

Becomes Electra.
O'Neill indicates in many ways that he 1s remodeling
Aesehylus' ancient trilogy.
of' th::s intent.

O'Neill's title 1s indicative

He even created a parallel period

.fOT'

the

rc t fon by p Lec Lng the play" in time, shortly at'ter the Civil

'::f:U', &.s Aesch:,-lus' play was placed ehon t Ly ar t.cr- the Trojan
War.

In choOSing this particular time O'Neill had the follow

ing thoughts on the subject as his work diary indicates:
No matter in what period of' American h13tory
play is laid, must remain a modern psychological
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drRms-nothlng to do with period except to use
1 t as a mask- what ws.r?- Revolution too f"ar
orr and too clogged in people's minds with
romantic grammer- school-history associations.
World war too near and reco~nlzable in its
obstructing (ror my purpose)mlnor aspects
and Buperficial character identifications
(audience would not see fated wood because
too busy recalling trees)-needs distance
and perspectlve- period not too distant

for audience to associate itself with, yet
poseesslng costume, etc.- possessln~ suffi
cient mask of time and space, so that audiences
will unconsciously grasp at once ••. tlvl1 ~ar
Is only pos~lbl11ty- fits into picture 
Civil War 88 background :for drama of murder
ous famdly love and hate _1
Still another parallel O'Neiltcreates is the setting.

As

O'lieill said:

house Greek temple front type that was ra~e
in first half nineteenth century-(this rits
in well and absolutely justifiable. not
forced Greek similarity) - This home of Ne~
England House of Atreus character, A~amem
nonls father- grotesque perversion or every
thing Greek temple expressed of meaning of
life- (New England background best possible
dramatically for Greek plot of crime and
retribution, chain of fate- Puritan convic
tion of man born to sin and punishment _2
The trilogy form of Mourning Becomes Electra is yet
another of the many structural similarities between the Ores
teia and

~ourning

crime has been

Becomes Electra.

corr~tted

In "both trilogies a

prior to the

openin~.

The first

plays of the trilogies, !Bamemnon and Homecoming, deal with
the hero's

homecomin~

ufter a war and his murder.

Similarly

the second plays of the trilogies are parallel; The Libation
Bearers and The Hunted deal with the

de~+hs

of Clytaemestra
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and Christine..

With the last playa of the trl1o@;les comes

the Major structural, and thematic. deviation, but both

plays, 'Ibe Eumenides and The Haunted, are concerned. W1 th

the end of the family curse.
As there 1s a balance 1n structure between the two
trilogies, so there Is also

Q

balance 1n cbar ec t.er-s ,

O'Neill

even goes so far as to enoow some of his characters with a

name beginning with the

BMm€

letter as his Aeschylean counter

part, Adam-AeglsthuB; Chrlstlne-Clytaemestra; Orin-Orestes.
However, this does not hold true for Lavinia and Electra or
Ezra and

Ag~emnon.

O'Nel11,lD his work diary, explained:

Names of cher-ac cer-a- use characteristic names

with Bome similarity to Greek ones- for main
characters, at least - but don't str81n after
this and make it a stunt-. no real importance,
only convenience in picking -

ri~ht

names al

.. ays tough job.
rigamemnon- (Asa),(Ezra) Mannon

Clytemnestra- Chr1et1ne(1)
Orestes- Orin

Electra- Eleanor (1) Ellen (1) Elsa (1)
Laodicea- Lavinia (this sounds more like it) Vinnie

(called 1n f~ly)
Aeg1sthus- Augustus (1) Alan Adam (1)
fylades- faul (1) feter (1)
Her~one-

Hazel- Hester3

However, there are many differences between the two t.r-f Iog f.e e ,
'The be-sic structure end characters are parallel but this parallel
ism offers a basis for contrasts that are ae important as
comparisons.

Contrasts occur between themes, structures,

and characters.

These contrasts are obvdcu s and purposeful

j

for they illustrate how the fundamental Ld e e Logd c a L and thematic
ideas have changed between these two

a~es.

They also

l11ust~ate

,
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~ow dr~~a

itself has

chan~ed.

Aeschylus Is concerned with the nature of justice, in
dividual retribution versus state justice.
sense

AeBchylus~s

In a cosmic

interested in man's relation to the

and the universe.

~Od8

The Oresteia Is more than a domestic tra

gedy, it Is a political and dynastic trs,(;!:edy as well.

O'Neill,

however, Is concerned with man's relationship to man; the
theme of

And, instead of turning his interest

Belon~lng.

outward and dealing .,;1th the cosmic fmp Lf c a t.Lona , 0 'Neill

turns inward to explore the

p8ycholo~lcal

nature of man.

Therefore, Mourning Becomes Electra is primarily a domes
tic tragedy.

The

~asls

prompted by Freud 8116

on psyehology in 0'8el11 was

"le gr-owf ng interest in psychology,

even though O'Neill claimed, "I know
women to have written

Mournin~

enou~

about men and

Becomes Electra aLvo s t; ex

actly as it is if I had never heard of Freud, Jung or the
otners a• 4

Many of O'Neill's plays use the ~eudian concept

of the Oedipus complex or its counterpart, the Electpa complex.
If Aeschylus was for the

~ale,

O'Neill is fop the female.

One of the first questions O'Neill asked himself before
ing Mourning Becomes Electra

WBS,

"Is it possible

t~

~et

~Tit

m0dern

psychological approximation of Greek sense of fate into such
a piay, which an intel:igent audience of today, possessed of
no belief in gods or supernatural r-e t.r j bo td on , could accept
and be moved by?"5

Two years later he wr-o t e in his "Hork diary:

"Greek tragedy plot idea-story of Electra and family

psyc~o

logically most interestin~".6 Then a year later he wrote that
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this play ftmust remain a modern psychological drama ft • 7
Another year later, after he had been

workln~

on Mourning

Becomes Electra for some t1me, he still insists that

t~e

play, "mus t. before everything, remain modern paycho Iogd c.a I

pl ay n . 8

And after its completion OINelll feels that ~n

Mourning Becomes Electra he has achieved "e psychological

modern approximation of the fate in the Greek tragedies •••
wi thout bene!i t of super-netur-e L'", 9

This introduction has briefly touched on the broad
linea ot similarities and differences between the two

trl1o~les.

In order to understand the meaning of theBe similar! ties and

differences we must proceed to a close textual examination
of the Oresteia and Mourning Becomes Electra. First the
structures will be comp ar-ed , then the characters, and fin

ally the theme and 1magery.
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A.

Structure

Agamemnon and '-:omecomlng begin in similar ways..
Ag~emnon

In the

the watchman in the prologue,end the chorus in the

paradas, provide an exposition, as do Seth and the towns
people in Homecomf ng ,

However, in the Agamemnon the prologue

and paradas are two units while 1n Homecoming they ere balanced
by one unit.

Fr~m

the watchman, in hgamemnon,we learn that

Argos 1s no Long "administered 1n the zr-and way" (AgO' 18).

and that Argos 1a suffering from a weariness caused by the
war.

The lI'B.tcbman sees the beacon light and prays that

this 1s a sign that fttruly the citadel of Ilium has fallen"
(Ao;. 29-30).

Seth, in

.

H~com1n6,
_.

does more than pray for

Ezra's returnj he tells LaVinia, "You Can count on your
paw comin' home" (693)~O From the watchman and Seth we also

learn something about the returning heroes, their wives, andThe watchman
reveals his,love for Agamemnon by saying,

ll

ma y my king come

home, and I take up within this hand the hand I love" (Ag.
34-35), and Seth reveals his admiration for Ezra by

claimin~

he

is an "able manu because "he went to ••• war and came out a
major •••.He learned law on the side and got made a jUdl';e.
Went in fur politics and got 'lected major •••.and jined the
army again.

And now he's rez to be

General~

(690). The watch

man refers to Clytaemestra as a lady who has a "maLe strena;th of
heart" (Ag.ll).

When

C~~istine

is mentioned to Seth his face

grows I';r1m and he sharply says, "never mind her.

We ain't

I
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talkin' 'bout herw (690), and Amos tells the other towns

people that Seth has "allu8 hated her n (690).

O'Xe111 reveals

Ezra earlier and JD:)re ml1'1 than Aeschylus reveals Agamemnon.
'!he reason

1'01" th12!1

may be that Aeschylus had the advantage

of having his characters and plot known to the whole audience
whereas this Is not true for more than a small pert of O'Rel11
audience.

Structurally O'Neill emphasizes different characters
flooa the characters emphasized by Ael'lchylus.

In Agamemnon

the chorue enters singing af'ter the watchman speaks and does
not leave the stage tor the rest of the trilogy.

'!he choruses

speak with every charac tel" who appears on the scene-watchman,

Clytaemestra, Herald, Agamemnon, Cassandra, Aeg1stbus, Ores
tes, Electra, Cl11ssB, Apollo, Athena; if there 1s no other
character on the stage they

~pee.k

among themselves.

In each

play ot Aeschylu8' trilogy the Chorus represents a different
kind ot group, eitissns of Argos in Agamemnon, slave women
in The Libation Beorers,and the divine furies in the

~es.

Although O'Neill has introduced a chorus in Mourning Becomes
Electra, its function and importance are greatly diminiShed.
The chorus, comprised of the townspeople, appears in the open
ing scene of each play and then disappears entirely (until

the opening scene of the next play).

O'Neill has described

the townspeople as types rather than indiViduals,
representing •.• the town

8S

II

a chorus

a human beckgeound for the drama

of the Mannons· (753). As Clytaemestra is the first character
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to appear after the opening choral passage In !,gBmemnoD so
Gbr~!tlne

1s the first character to appear after the open

ing choral passage In Homecoming.

However, Christine makes

a quick appearance end disappearance without speaking a word,

Whereas Clytaemestra remains on the Bcene and carries on a
lengthy conversation with the chorus.

Generally, Christine

and Clytaemestra have about the same importance In the tril

ogies.

Lavinia, Who appears immediately after Chrlstlnes t

first entrance,18 Q'Be1Ul a center of interest.

While La

vift1a 18 Ollelnls most important charaoter, Electra Is al
most Aeschylue least important eharacter.

JlDurnlng Becomes

Electra practically begins and does end with Lavinia on
stage.

The ract that O'llel1lentitled hi. play after hia

Electra indicates that she 18 of major concern to him.
Electra, however, is in only one Bcene in Aeschylus entire
tri~ogy

and that scene is in the second play; after Orestes I

entrance Electra .appears only together with Orestes and the
chorus, while LaVinia, like the chorus in Ag6memnon, appears
with almost every character in the trilogy, Seth, Christine,
Adam, Orin, Ezra, Hazel, and Peter.

The presense of Hazel

and Peter marks another deViation from the Oresteia because
they have no Aeschylean

equivalent~

Still other character

deViations from the Oresteia in Mourning Beoomes Electra are
the

ab~ence

of 8 Herald, a nurse,and a Cassandra; and whereas

Aegisthus does not appear in the Oresteia until the very end of
the Agamemnon, Adam appeare in

Mournln~

Becomes Electra in the
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first act of Homecomlng •.. Nelther Orestes, nor Orin appears
until the second play of the

trl1o~y

but Orin 1s

~lven

more

significance than Orestes.
i!le plot 1s altered

a8

well as the characters.

For

example, 1n Homecoming it is Seth Who tells Lavinia, and La
vinia who tells Christine, that Ezra 1s on his way home.
Seth says to Lavln1a,"you can count on your paw comin t
hamel" (693)

LaVinia asks

news I suppose?

C~rl~tlnej"You have

heard the

It means father will be home soon!" (700)_

BBPeit ia Christ1ne who is dubious aa to the truth of tp1s
statements "we've had

80

many

lately. This report hasn't

MIIDOrs

teen confirmed yet, has it'" (700)

In

A~Rmemnon,ho"ever,

it 1s Clytaemestro who informs the ehorus- "The men of
have taken Priam's citadel'!

Ar~os

(267), and here it t e the

chorus who doubts Clytaemestra, ask1ng,"how can I be cer
tain'

Is there some evidenee?" (2?2)

Another deviation

between Askm~mnnn and Bomeeo~ng 1a th.t there is no active
conspiracy on the at"age between

Clytae~stra

and Aegisthus

against Agamemnon) a8 there i8 between Christine and Adam
against Ezra.

Also the method of murder differs between these

two plays; Ag«memnon 1s stabbed while Ezra is poisoned.
seem1ng17

ins1~n1f1cant

detail is

the character analysis will prove.
variation i8 the way in which the

This

surpris1n~17 s1~nificant

Still another
A~amemnon

as

si~ificant

and Homecoming end.

The Agamemnon ends almost on a note of triumph.

Althou~

the

chorus knows of Clytaemestra's crime, Clytaemestra believes
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that she and Aegisthus will finally "bring good order" (1673)
to her house.

There 1s a sense, on ClytaemestraJpart, of

victory of righteousness.

False as this sense of victory

end triumph are later to be proved, it nevertheless exists
at the end of the first play.

In

Homeco~ng,

Lavinia, not

the chorus or anyone else, Is aware of her mother's crime,
and there Is no sense of triumph.

Instead there Is the

indication that the crimes have Just begun

8S

Lavinia cries

out to Christine, "1'11 make you pay for your cr1meZ

flDd a -&7 to punish you" (74Q).

I'll

Actually Aeschylus indi

cates this .ame idea, but. he does it far more subtly b7
Aeglsthue l ironic statement,
of hope.

I know 1 t ,

ehadowinl; of Orestes

"~le8

feed on empty dreams

I was one" (1668), mich 1s a fore
I

return.

Some time has elapsed between the first and second
playe of a"oh trilogy.

The time between Agamemnon and

The Libation Bearers is -any years; the time between
Homecoming aDd The Hunted is two days.

'l'he opening scene

of '!he Libation Bearers and The Hunted are similar; both
open with the ohorus on stage before the tomb of the hero
mardered in the first play.
house.

Christine, in

a8 a tomb.

Ezra1s "tomb" is the Mannon

Homeoo~ng,

had referred to the house

She said to LaVinia, tTl felt our tomb needed a

11ttle brightening•••,Each tims I come back from being away
it appears more like a sepulchreJ ft (699)

When Orin returns

home in The Hunted he tells Lavinia that the house 18 ftlike
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a tomb n, and Lavinia tells Orin, "It is a tomb-just now,
Orin" (760).

In The Libation Bearers and The Hunted Orestes

and orin return home a1"ter a long absence, Oreates from

exile, Orin from the war.

In The L1batton Bearers 1 t 115

Orestes who Is unrecognizable to his sister and mother
because ot the lOll@; years of absence, but in The Hunted

it Is the sister and mother Who are

unreco~nlzable

to Orin

because the strain of their emotions has altered them.

8iaee there ie no nuree in The Bunted the plot i • • lightly
ditterent tram the plot or The Libation Bearer •• In The Libation
Bearere it is Clytasmestra Who aends tor Aegi.thus
but in The Hunted Christine goes to Adam.

Another striking

variation in The Hunted from The Libation Bearers is tbat
Christine kills berself; she is not killed by Orin as
Clytaemestra was killed by Orestes.
.~lerltle8.

However, there are

Weither Adam nor AeglsthUB Is on stage until

the end or tha s.cond play at the trilogy.

Adam i. murdered

by or-t n, as Aeg18thtul 18 murdered by Orestes.'

Both The Libation

Bearers and The Banted end on a note of slight
hysteria as Orestes and Orin are attacked by the furies.
If' there was any note of triumpb at the end

~f

Agamemnon

i t bas completely disappeared by the end or The Libation

Bearers.

In f'act, in both The Ubation Bearers and The

Bunted, instead of' triumph there la a

~reater

sense of' help_

lessness and an indication that the curse ia continuing.

With the last pLays of the trilogies the major deviations
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character, plot, and theme occur.

in,

it

18 clear that Aeschylus was

with his thematic problem.

In The Eumenides

prlmarl1~

concerned

Because of this the only charac

ters that are necessary are Orestes and the gods.

Apollo

and the furies represent opposing forces 1n Aeschylus'
thematic conflict and Athena Is the force which reconciles
them.

As Aeschylus develops his theme Electra Is left

out entirely and even Orestes becomes insignificant and
diaappears entirely before the eDd of the play, as the

gods- furies and Athene- are left to resolve the thematic
problem.

Altbougb O'Keill i_ Just as interested in hi_

theme ae Aeschylus was in his, 0'B8111 does not sacrifice
his human ener-ec tars to the ultimate working out ot that
theme.

Instead the remaining characters 1n !he Haunted

maintain their significance until the end of the trilogy.
"'8 lloaeoomne;, and The Hunted cpens wi th the chorus so
The Baunted opens .-i th the chorus.

As Seth and Lavinia

began the trilogy _0 thay end tbe trilogy.

As LaVinia

has been the mos t important charac ter throughout Mourning
Becomes Electra so she is the most important character
in the final moments of the play.

O'leill deviates from

Aeschylua pattern by using characters for which there is
no

e~ui valent

in the Eumenides.

are OINeillls innovations.

Lavin1a t Peter) and Hazel

O'Ieill t like Aeschylus t uses

the furies; butt unlike Aeschylus t the furies are not visible.
Clytaemestra's ghost and her furies

ap~eared

visible to

Orestes but Christine's ghost and furies did not appear
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visibly to any of the characters.
furies are internal, not external
Eumenides.

In The Haunted the
a8

they are 1n

t~e

Being internal they exist in the consciences

of Orin and Lavinia.

In the Eumenides Orestes has a

trial but 1n The Haunted Lavinia doel not Deed a trial
as she judges her own crime and administers her own jus
tice and punishment.

The final deviation 1n The Haunted

trom the Eumenides i8 that Orin kills himsalf Whersas

Orestes is acquitted and lives.
B.

Characterization

The differences in plot struoture between Oresteia
and Mourning Becomes Electra become significant to us as

we see the differences 1n character between the two trilo
gies.

O'Heill retained most of the major Aeschylean charac

ters and to same extent he maintained their Aeschylean
characteristics.
In the preVious discussion we saw that OtReil1 stressed
different characters and that the

act~ons

of his characters

sometimes deviated from those of bis Ae8chylean counterpart.
This discussion will be concerned with why O'Weill made
these

de~iations, ~y

his oharacters aot the way they do.

On an external level the differences between Clytaemestra
and Christine begin with their oppo8ingqualities of
masculinlty and femininity.

We first learn of Clytaeme8tras

m&sculine quality from the watchman who refers to Clytaemestra's
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"male strength of heart rt (Ag.ll).

After Glytaemestra speaks

the chorus says, "'my lady, no grave man could speak wI th

better grace" (Ag.351). When next we have an indication
of this masculine queLf ty 1 t Is .from Clytaemestra herself

who claims,"Wlth no man else have I known delight, nor any
shame of evil speech, more than I know how to temper

bronze" (Ag. 611-612).

Later on In Asamemnon Clytaemestra

states that she takes no ahame In speaking aloud before
all because 1n time "modesty .fades" (Aile 856-858).

h1ma.lr

i. troubled by Clytaemestra worda and he

wonders, "Surely
(Ag. 940)

Agamemnon

~18

lust for conflict 1s not womanlike?"

Arter Agamemnon'a murder Clytaemestra admit.

again that she takes "n o shame now to unsay it all" (Ag.

1373).

She than brutally procedes to describe the manner

in which she killed Agamemnon blow by blow (Ag. 1384-1392).

The chorus' only reaction Is "We stand here stunned.
can you speak this 11'6'1. with mouth

80

How

ar-r-ogarrt., to vaunt

above your fallen lord'· (Ag. 1399-1400)

And Clytaem•• tra

answers by again asserting her male strength of heart,
·You try me out as if I were a woman and vain; but

my

heart

is not fluttered 6S I speak before you'! (Ag. 1401-1402).
'1b6t C1ytaemestra used an ax for her weapon is another
indication of her masculine personality.

Christine. how

ever, used poison as ber weapon, and this is indicative of
her feminine personality.

O'Neill describes Christine as
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being a "striking-looking womanw with "a fine, voluptuous
figure" (6S1).

In general Christine has a feminine quality

about her in spite of the fact that her face Is described
as "ham some rather than beautiful" (691).

Both Ezrs

and Orin tell Christine hoW beautiful she Is, "You're

beautiful.

You look more beautiful than evern(7~7).

Orin

says to Lavinia In The Haunted, "You don t t; know bow like mother

you've bee ome ,

I don't mean only how pretty you've gotten ,.

('768).. We learn that Christine dresses attractively, has
beautiful hair and the movements of her body have "feminine
grace" (825).

These external differences between Clytaemestra and

Althou.¢h

Christine penetrate to their internal characters.
they have some similar

eharacterlstlcs~baslca11y

mestra and Christine are dissimilar.
to

he~

Clytae

Clytaamestra is glad

that Agamemnon is on his way home but Christine is

not glad. to hear that Ezra is on his way home.

Clytaemestra

1s the one to tell the chorus Agamemnon is returning but
Christine is the one to doubt the news of Ezra's return.
This basic difference is

at~ibuted

to the fact that Christine

lacks the strength and grandeur which is fundamental to
Clytaemestra's character.

Clytaemestra is anxiously and

triumphantly awai ting Agamemnon's return) whereas Christine
is fearfully and nervously dreading izra's return.

Clytee

me at.r-a knows what she must do when Agamemnon comes home but
Christine does not know what ahe will do when Ezra cames
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home.

However, Christine as well as Clytaemestra decide

on murder as a solution.

Clytaemestra has decided on this

solution prior to Agamemnon's return.
mined in her act of murder.

She 1s sure and deter

Not only Is Clytaemestra capable

of executing this action but she 1s capable of executing it
wi thout the help of anyone,

even Aegd at.hu e ,

ChI-latina

on the other hand has not decided on any course of action
prior to Ezra's return.

Furthermore sbe is unsure and

hesitant even after Ezra's murder.

Nor Is Christine able

to execute the murder by herselfj she. needs Adam's assis
tance and makes sure that he Is as involved in the murder
as she Is.

In Agamemnon AeglsthuB does not appear until

after hgamemnon's murder.

In Homecoming, however, Adam

appears before Ezra's murder, and

C~ristine

out the details of the murder to ze ther-,

and Keam work

At the end of

Act Two of Homecoming we learn why Christine is so
to have Adam included in her plans.

After Adam

ea~er

left

~as

she says to herself, ·you'll never dare leave me noro,
Adam ••• when I

~row

old and ugly· (726).

Christine need support to carry

throu~

ehe needs assurance that this murder

Not only does
the murder but

~ill

not be in vuf n ,

not now or later in her life.
Christine's moments of hysteria and Fear
ness which follow Ezra's death.

sho~

her weak

She is continually afraid.

both of time and of being alone. "1 'm afraid of time!l she
tells

~dam.

hnd "I'm afraid to be alone" she tells Pazel.

The first moment of panic occurs directly

aft~r

Ezra

di~s;
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at thl! moment Christine faints.

This Is

&

kind of reaction

which a person of Clytaemestra's charaoter would never
be prone to.

Christine begins to "snap under the strain"

('745) in .lct Four of Homecoming. Her fear turns to "98vage

satisfaction- (747)

88

ah& taunts Ezra to death, bat She

-starts with t er-r-or-" e a Lavinia appears on the scene.

In

The Hunted Christine lapses into several moments of fear
which end In hysteria.
at the end of Aot One of

One occurance of this behavior Ie
~e

Hunted.

Here Christine is

talking to LaTina but 88 Lavinia does not S8Y one word

-Fear creeps into CbJ"i.tille's tOile- ('763). then she "ex

cla1ms

fright.nsdly~

(16Ido. finolly, 'as Lavinia remains

s11ellt. Christine gives way to furY and rushes down the

steps and grabs her by the arm and shakes her" (764).
As

Lavinia walks away "Christine stares after her, her

atrength seems to leave her, she trembles .Ith dread."
(764)

Throughout the second act Christine is tense,

straIned, and frIghtened for herself aDd then becomes
-full of new terror noW-for Brant'! life." (775)

Al

though she may appear to be calm "her- eyes are still terri
fied and her voice trembles." (775)

At the end of Act

Two Christine appears "almost triumphant" (777).

She seem.

almost lldrunk with her own defiant recklessness" (778).
But "then all her defiant attitude collapses and She pleads,
aeized by an hysterical terror, by some fear she has kept
hidden" (778).

When Lavinia leaves her alone Christine

"co Lkeps ea , catching at the table for support-terrifledly"
(77£).

In the third act Christine's fear increases.
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When Orin doesn't answer as

C~~lstlne

calls to him through

the locked door her nvolce becomes terrified- (786) and
"ehe pounds on the door violently" (786).

the box of polson on

Ez~"s

When she seef!

corpse she "starts back with

a stifled scream and stares at it with guilty fear" (787).
and looks "wildly" at Lavinia. !his act like the preceding
two acts ends

giving a
t~

h

~lth

Christine In

B

state of hysteria.

By

s t l t l ed scream n Christine has proven her guilt

LaVinia.

When Lavinia asks Christine if Brant was her

acoollpUee she answers" (distractedly) Nol No! No!" (787).
This is the tinal proof ot Christine's
leave~

Christine "steres after her

Aot POur

Cp~lstlne's

Adam on his ship.

Lavinia

~11t and~as

W11~ly"

hysteria continues.

(788).

She

~oes

In
to see

RShe tears herself from his arms but

immediately throws berself In them again-terrifiedly."
!h•• "abe

begin~

to Bob hysterlcallyD (800).

bear this horrible feeling of despair/"
to Adam.

Christin~~

"I can't

Christine crees

fear, despair, hysteria and weaknesB

reach their climax in let Pive.

Christine tells Ha2el

·Wow I know there is only helll ft (805) and admits to Ha&el
ftI'm a1'raid ••• I JR])E1t confess I'm worried-end

(805).

fri~tened"

O'Reill's description of Christine illustrates

her heightening hysteria.

-Hysterical tears come to

her eyes," (806),. she speaks "III tense desperaUon" (806),
she "then begins to pace back and forth

a~ain"

(806),

"m,.e turns, seized. by panic and runs to the house" (806)
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end leans l"Iagainst the column for supportli!'

-terrlfledly••• then brokenly" (807).

When Orin informs her

that he has killed Adam Christine exclaims
terror~

(806). she speaks

U

wl t h a cry of

then abe "begins to moan to herself, bringing her

hands together in stricken anguish".

Christine continues

this moaning and remains unaware of anyone's presence.
When Lavinia tells Chrl stine "you can 11 ve I"

Christine

repeats the word "live" then "bursts into shrill laughter"

and leaves the stage to commit suicide, her final act of

weakness.
These illustrations of Christine's weakness of charac
ter are in sharp contrast to Clytaemestra's strength of

character.

Clytaemestra never faints, fears, or becomes

hysterical.

Nor does she depend on Aeglsthus for help

or security.

She does not commit suicide nor would the

14ea of su1cide occur to her.
Clytaemestra faces death

Even at the moment when

a' the hams of her own son ahe

does not lose her eelf possession or grandeur.

As she con

fronts Orestes she tries to d1ssuade him from his murderous
intent, first by appealing

to

his sense of love and duty

toward his mother and then by warning him of his mother "e
curses thst "11ke dogs, will dra.g l!>1m] down" (924).

Cly

taemestrals last words to Orestes are ·you are the snake I
gave birth to, and gave the breast" (928).

Clytaemestrals and Christine's reactions before, during
and a1'ter their murders diffljr partly because of tlleir .Uff

ering motives.
Agamemnon was

Clytaemestra claimed that her murder of
~ustified

and right because it was an act
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of Justice.

She declares that the work of her

.truck with the ·str.ngth

or

rl~t

righteouen••• • (1406).

hand

She

18 acting as an avenger for Iphlgen1a because ASRmemnon

"elsught.r.d like s victim hi. own child" (Ag.1411). Al
though there are other motives for Clytaamestra's murder)
ahe makes this one appear

a8

the strongest.

It 1s the only

one of her motives that she believes 1s most Justifiable

to the citizens.

Because of this she was able fearlessly

to eolllll1t this IBUrder and r.arl••• ly to t.ll the citizens
about the JIL11'der.

CIJtaeaestra tells the chorus, "liow

hear- you this, the right bllh1Dd my ssor_nt,

By my

child's Justice driven to tuHlla.nt·. by her wreth end
Pury, to whom I .acriric.d this man." (Ag. 1431-1433)

She

does not feel any shame "Ln the death given this man" (Ag.

1521) ror "did h. not rir.t or all in thi. house wresk
death by treach.ry?" (Ag. 1522-1524). Sh. will be content
that Ibe . .ept oa>rder ain aDd fury !'rca the •• hall. aDd
believes ah. will bring good order to her house. (Ag. 1673)
Bor does abe feel any fear, "the hope that walks my
ohsmber i. not trac.d with rear" (Ag. 1434'.

Christine

however, does DOt have a motive of revenge or Justice.
Thererore, there is
Christine 18 aware

JU)

or

lIlO~ive

this.

which i" Ju.ti!1able, and

That i. why she did not want

anyone to d1scoTer how Ezra dled)whereas Clytaemestra was
not afraid to proclaim her act of murder aloud.
Anoth.er JIOtl.,.e which Aeschylus gives Clytaemestra but
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which OIBeil1 does not give Christine is the motive of sex
ual jealousy.

Agamemnon brought Cassandra back to his

which gives Clytasmestra the motive

or

house~

jealousy, "Here

11es ahe••• who shared hie bed ..... Their reward 1s not unworthy"

(L.B. 1440-1444).
!lim.1Ier motives.

Clytasmestra and Chri.t1ns have two
Clytaemestra hates Agamemnon e s Christine

hates Ezra, and Clytaemestra loves Aeglsthus as Christine
loves

Ad~.

Although Clytaemestra never speake of her

batrri of Agamemnon her actions speak louder than ','t'Ords.

Christins does speak of hsr hatred of Bzrs.

Shs tells

Lavinia ·you would UDderstUld i£ you were the wife of a

man you hated."

(713~

she continnss to tell Lavinis of

her utter "disgust" (714) for Ezrs.

AlthOUgh Christine

and Clytaemestra are basically different they have some
characteristics which are similar.

Both Clytaemestra

and Christine are capable of hypocrisy.

Clytaemestra

deee1ved Agam8aDOn by her welcoming speech as Christine
deceived Ezra by her behav10r the first D1ght he was home.

Clytaemestra made a very
when he returned.

~latterlng

speech to Agamemnon

She even went so fer as to Insinuate

that he was worthy of being treated lIke a god by spread

ing out the purple carpet.
hatred and murder.

But beneath this flattery was

Christine doesn't flatter EBra but she

pretends she loves him, even tells him "There is no wall
between us.

I love you." (740)

The, next morning Ezra realizes

that Christine was lying to him,' "You were lying to me to
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night as you've always 11edl

(745).

You were only pretending loven

Christine put on an act eVen with Orin to whom she

had once been so attached.

He had been her baby and he

had been the only person she had loved.

love Is Adam.

lie to Orin.

To save her love and Adam's love she must

Christine greets Orin as if nothing is diff

erent, "lily 'boyl

him.

Bat now her only

lily baby,11 she cries and rushes to kill

WAll I '.'.ant now 18 your happiness, dear ••• .If only

you knew how horrlb).y lonely live be-en ',"';'1 thout you, II she

Ues to OrlD.(

771

). Christine successf'ull1 deceives

Orin until he sees proof of her h;rpoorls" l'iith hia own
87 8 S•

Hypocrisy Is not the only characteristic Clytaemestra

and Christine have in common; they both are clever,
and

.unnina. .

trlck~

Ultimately, however, neither of them 1s clever

enougn to 8Bcape her own

dea~.

Clytaemestra'8 cunnlng 18

evidenced in ber speech to Agamemnon and In her success in
persuading Agamemnon to tread on the purple carpet.
succeeding in the letter she
Agamemnon's murder.

h~

By

eno tber- good excuse for

By lialking on the carpet Agamemnon

committed an outward act of

hy~ls.

nNow, my beloved one",

Clytaemestra hypocritically beckons to Agamemnon, "step
.rr-om your chariot; yet let not your f'oot, my lord, sacker

of Ilium. touch the earth." (Ag. 905-906)

she tells her

maidens to llstrew the ground 'bef'ore his feet with tapestries n

(Ag. 909).

At f!rst Agamemnon hesitates but C11taemestra
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cunningly 1mplores, "Oh yleldJ

The power 1s yours.

way or your tree w111" (Ag. 943).

yield,

Give

And Agamemnon does

"Since you must have it, ••• How since my w1l1 was

bent to listen to you in this my reet crush purple as
I pass within the hell" (Ag. 856-857).

Christine's cun

ning can be seen 1n the way she manipulates people.

Too

week to handle the murder her-s eLj', Christine makes sure
Ji.dam helps as well as has a binding part 1n 1 t •
~st

on

She knows

what Adam's weaknesses are aDd she cleverly plays

th_.

Christ-ine knows that Adam loves her,

80

she

tells him in a "calculatingly reproachful" (722) way that
Ezra would never divorce her and she say8, "What would I
be in the world's eyes?
would yours!

My li.fe Would be ruined and I

You'd grow to hate me"

(?2~).

"Passion

ately" Adam responds, "Don't talk like that!
'BDd- you know

it.-

Thus again .firmly assured

It's a lIe

or

Ade.mts love)

she DIOvee on cunninglJ to stir up Adam t s emotions enough
to involve him in ber plan.

DCaleulatingly-without

looking at him (Adeni)" Christine says, "I.f he (Ezra]
bed only been killed, we could be married now and I WOuld
bring you my share of' the Mannon estate.
be Justice.

It's yours by right.

stole !'rom yours" (722).

Thl t

"'ould only

It's what his rather

And Adam, stung by the truth or

her statement says, "That's true enough, damn him!" (722).
But Christine does not stop there; she goes on to present the
possibility to him that ir Ezra were dead he "could buy ellis]
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own ship and be ffils) own master" (722).

He "yearningly"

tells her what she already knows, "That's always been my
dream-Bome day to own my own cllpper h (72?).

Now Chris

tine Is ready to present the idea of murder to Adam.
At first Adam objects to the idea of poisoning

Ezra~

"It·s

a coward's trlck n (724), and besides he would want to
give Ezra a chance.

Christine "now seeing the necessity

of goading him- says, "Did he give your mother her chance?"
(724t

Adam Is "aroused" and answers "no, damn him:",

but Christine quickly touches on another one of Adsm's
weaknesses; "Are you going to prove, thB first time
your love Is put to a real test, that you're a weak co
ward like your father?" (725). Ade.m "passionately" res
ponds, "Christine!

If it was any man said that to me-l"

(725). Finally ChI'istine "more tauntingly" says to Adam,
"But perhaps your love has been only a lie you told meto take sneaking revenge on him of being a backstairs
lover!b (725), Adam is "stung" and fiercely says to her
"stop it!'

I'll do anything you want!

You know itl"

Christine f e parting words tc Adem recapi tulate thI'ee
of his weaknesses, uRemember your mother's death!
ber your dream of your own. ship!

Remem

Above all, remember

you'll have mel- all your own-your wife!" (725), Another
example of C\"J-ristlne's calculated cunnf.ng is when she taunts
Ezra to death.

She "becomes deliberately taunting •••

goading him with calCUlating cruelty" (746).

Christine
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tells Ezra 1 ·You wanted the truth

am.

you 're going to hear

it nowl ••• You filled me with disgustl ••• lt was I he cadam]

came to see, not Vinnie:

I made him come! ••. He' s mat I've

longed ror all these years with

y~u-a

lover!

I love him:

So now you know the truthl" (746).

Christine's cunning was successful with Adam and Ezra
but unsuccessful with Lavinia and Orin.

Orin 1s not taken

1n by Christine's trickery, until he has been given positive,
v1sible proof of his mother's

hypocris~·Christine

tries to

win Orin to her side before Lavinia has a chance to try
to win him to her side.

Christine knew how to sppeal to

Orin as ahe had kno1lll how to appeal to Adam.

She tells

Orin.. . "I feel you are really my flesh ani blood:

CLavln1e.J isn't!

of me!" (771)
Yes!

She 1s your father's!

She

You're a part

And Orin answers n(wlth a strange eagerness)

I feel that, too, mother!" (771)

Christine continues

to stir Orin's old feelings of sttachment for her:
"I know I can trust you to understand now as you always
used to. (With a tender smile)

We had a secret little

world of our own 1n the old days, didn't we?
one but us knew about" (772).

Which no

Orin is touched and responds

"You bet we didl

No Mannons allowed was our password,

remember'" (772)

Christine says, "I want to make up to

you

for all injustice you suffered at your father's hands •••.

I loved you better than anything in the worldl" (772). Orin

completely falls into her tender trap, "Do you, Mother?
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Do you honeetly'" (772). •e Christine strengthens Orin'e
love for her she strengthens Orin'! hatred ot his father

until he admit!, "I won't pretend to you I'm sorry he's
dead!" (772). low that she has won that victory she tries
to make him distrust Lavinia, "If only you wonlt let Vinnie
poison your mind against me with her disgusting 11es" (772).
And Christine tries to convince Orin tr.at Lavnlna 1s " a c t _

usIly insane" (773).

When Orin seems to doubt

C~rlstlne

she menages to make"him feel ashamed arrl guilty that he
ever entertained such doubts.

pretend to love me!
suspected men.
"Yother!

And yet you question me

8S

if you

And Orin "overcome by remorse" pleads

Pleasel

(774).~~~en

"Oh Orinl II she eriel!lJ "You

Don't cryJ

I do love you! I dol"

LaVinia interrupts the discussion between Orin

and Christine, Christine :feels "triumphant" that she has

successfully won Orin's complete confidence

throu~h

her

chicanery and hypocrisy.
Lavin1a also is:not taken in by Christine'strickery.
Lavinia BEes right through her mother.
is basically like her.
Aeschylus gave to

The strength and grandeur that

Clyta~estra

instead of Christine.

This is because she

O'Neill gives to Lavinia,

The reason for O'Neill's interest in

Lavinia is best explained in O'Neill's own

~ords:

give modern Electra figure in ~lay tra~io
ending ""or thy of character. In Greek story
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she peters out into undramatic married banality.
Such a character contained too much tre~lc
fate within her soul to permit this-why Should
Furies have let Electra escape unpunished? Why
did the chain of fated crime, and retribution
ignore her mother's murderess?- a weakness

in what remains to us of Greek tragedy that
there Is no play about Electra'e life after
the murder of Clyta«mestra. Surely it poss
esses as Imaglnatlviltraglc possibilities as

any of their plots.
O'Neill created Lavinia as a very different char
acter from ElectraJand because there are very few similarities
between them, their motives, functions, and personalities are
strikingly

dlss1~lar.

Electra's motives for desiring Cly

taemestra's murder are relatively

stralght~orward.

She

wants revenge for the father she loved against the mother
she hates.

Electra hates her mother because she "bought

herself •• a men, Aegisthus," (13Z») ....rho helped her murder
Agamemnon, and also because Clytaemestra "sold" (132)Electra

and Orestes.

Blectra says, "Now I am what a slave is,

and Orestes lives outcast from his great properties, while

they (Aegis thus and Clytaemeatre() go proud in the high
style and luxury of what (iLgamemnon] wor-ked to win" (135
137).

Electra angerly says, "My father was murdered •••.

I stood apart, dishonored, nothing worth, in the oark
corner, as you wcu Ld kennel a vt sc t oue dog" (445-447).
Electra's primary motive, therefore, is

justice~first

her father) and then for herself, Orestes, and

for

Iphi~enie.

She prays that an "avenger come" (143) and that "earth and
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conquering justlce ••• glve aid" (147).

She asks that force,

right, and Zeu~e on her side (245). ftThere has been wrong
done,· says Electra, MI ask for right" (398).

wOnr com

plaints are for your sake." (508» Electra Bays to AQ"amem

non's spirit.
Lavinia's motives for desiring

C~~19tlne'9

murder,

however, ere complex.

L1ke Electra Lavinia loves her father

and hates her mother.

But orNeil1 hes complicated the

situation by haVing LaVinia in love
lover-Adam.

~erefore,

motive is not clear.

~lth

her mother's

unlike Electra, LaVinia's primary

We do not know if Lavinia w1ahes to

kill· Christine primarily for

reve~e

for Ezra, or prtmarl1y

out of hatred and jealousy of Christine.

Levlnts tries

to make it appear that her primary concern 19 her duty to,
and justice for, her father.

In

Homecomin~,

before Ezra's

marder, Lav1nia says to Chr1st1ne J wIt's my first duty to
protect him (Jlzra) from youl" (715). She tells ChrisUne"

"rou

ought to see it.s your duty to Father" (718).

Lavinia says "I've got my duty to Father",

When

C~~ist1ne

"Duty!.How often I've heard that word in this house"

answers,
(72~).

The night of Ezra's return Lav1nia gets angry as she thinks
about Adam and Christine end she says to herself, "It's my
duty to tell him Q>zra) about herl

I will" (741).

After

Ezra I S :"'a11'der Lavinia tries to ena:a'1'e Orin's al!lsil!ltance in
aveng1ng Ezra's

death~

She tells

Orin~wI'd

rather Buffer •••

than let the murderer of our father go unpunished!" (783).
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Lavinia tries to keep Orin calm; "Remember you promised not
to lose your head,

she says to Orin, "There would be no

II

justice if' "e let our-ee tvea-" (BOO).

When Lavinia tells

Christine that she and Orin kIlled Adam, Lavinia explains,

You know it was

"He paid the just penalty for his crime.

juetlce.

(B09).

It was the only way true justice could be done"

Just before Christine's suicide LaVinia says to

herself) nIt 1s justlceJ"

Then there is the sound

or

a

Pistol shot and Lavinia says again, "It is justlceJ"
It is your Justlo8.

F~~erl'

(810).

the portral ts of the IIannona she
"j rve

done my duty by you" (826).

As Lavinis looks at

Bddr~8ses

them say1n!:;,

Then as Orin tortures

LaVinia 1n 'Ihe Haunted she wildly cries out, "There was
only justicel" (854)..

However, Lavinia's love for Ezra

1s as strong as her sense of duty to him.

She tells Adam,

III love bim better than anyone in the world!

'!'here is noth

ing I wouldn't do to protect him trom hurtl" (704). She tells
Ezra to his face, "You're the only man I'll ever love!"

(736).

If Lavinia tries to make it appear that hsr primary

motive is justice for her father, Christine. and Orin. be
lieve that her true primary motive is jealous hatred of
Christine.

In The Haunted Orin says to Lavinia, "You know

damned well that behind all your pretense about mother's
murder being

a~

act of justice was your Jealous hatred! •••

You wanted Brant for yourself1" (841), Lavinia fiercely ans
wers. lilt's a lie1 I hated him!" (841).

"Yes," Orin replies,
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"after you knew be was her loverJ n (841).

In Homecoming

Christine recognizes Lavinia's intention.

"oh , I'm not

denying you wanted to save his (Ezra] pride_a, Christine
tells Lavinia, "and I know how anxious you are to keep the

family from more scandalJ

But all the same, that's not

your real reason for sparing me! ••• You wanted Adgm Brant
yourselt"J ••• Ar.d now you know you can't have him, you're
determined that at least you'll take him from mel" (716).
his, lilt" I loved any()t'1.e_n

Lavinia tries to denj-

,

bu t

Chris

tine interrupts exclaiming, "1ft I think you do love him
(717).

"I always hated himl" (717). Levini .. 1'1ercely re

torts, end later to Peter she

t;Q.~' ',.

"r

hate the sight

of him ()IIllIIIJl" (697). Lavd nd a t e hatred and j ea'Iouay
of Christine Is as intense as her love for Ezra.

Lavd nd a

flares up st Christine and tells her "(with bitter hstred)
Oh, I hate youl

It's only right I should hate you'" (714).

"Rhen she 1sf-lone LaVinia eriel out,

It

ous hatred), I hate you (Christine)!
love from me

a~ainfn

(in an anguish o:t jeal
You steal even Father 's

('141),

Electra's function in the Oresteia is completely dif_
ferent from Lavinia's function in Mourning Becomes Electra.
Although Electra appears in only one' scene, she is instru
mental in

bei~tening

the intensity of that scene.

In Aga

memnon Clytaemestra makes Agamemnon a'cpear- as a sinner who
unjustly killed his daughter, Who despite his words. acted
as if he were equal to the gods by

treadin~

on the purple
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c er-pe t , and who was unfaithful to his wife by bringing

Cassandra to his home.

In The Libation Bearers Orestes

and Electra make themselves appear. Just", as they make Cly
taemestra appear unjust.J by presenting Agamemnon e e a

most noble and worthy. king and father who has been
foully Blain.

Aeschylus uses Electra to magnify Clytae

mestrats guilt) thereby magnifying the justice of Orestes'
murder of Clytaemestra to follow.

Electra accentuates

Clytaemestratgul1t by mentioning the wrong done to Orestes
and herself.

They were sold, exiled, treated like kenneled

dogs and slaves by Clytaemestra' for

Aeglsth~8'

sake.

Electra

claLms that Clytaemestra Is "no mother in her heartH (190)
because she

~hates

her c.hd Ldr-e n" (191).

Electra calls

Clytaemestra ·0 cruel, cruel all daring mo ther-" (108).
Not only is Electra angry because Agamemnon was murdered)
but she is angry because of the dishonorable way in Which
he was murdered.

Electra says that Agamemnon was "hid •••

in shrouds that were thought out in shame" (494).

As

Electra demonstrates Clytaemestrasgul1t she demonstrates
her own innocence and sense of justice.

"There has been

wrong done A (398) she asserts; therefore she asks for

ri~t

and for the aid of jus tic e. "I ask for right •••.( 398) Let •••

conquering Justice ••• give aida (148).

She asks her father

to "hear one more cry" (500) and to pity them, "Your ne s t.Lfng a
huddle suppliant at your tomb; look forth and pity them" (501).

_68_

Electra's function in the Oresteia does not begin
until this Bcene nor does it continue after this scene.

She

1s not a continuing factor through the entire trilogy.

How

ever, Lavinia 1s important to the entire trilogy.

Lavinia

dominates the other charaeters and thereby dominates the
whole action.

It 1s Lavinia who persuades Orin to avenge

their father's murder.
quencee.

This precipitates a series of eonse

Orin, convinced of his mother'8 love for

Ad~~,

kills Adam; this 1n turn causes Christine to kill herself;
these events ultimately lead to Orin's suieide and La
vinia's realization that ahe too must sutter punishment.

Through Lavinia O'Neill

develop~

the idea of the in

herited family curse which must be played out to its
ultimate conclusion.

Lavinia not only inherit8 the

Man~on

look but a180 the Mannon Character, especially from her
mother.

Although Lavinia's resemblance to Christine is

obvious in some respects, before her death, it becomes
more pronounced and complete after her death.

e~en

The following

two descriptions reveal the physical similarities and
dissimilarities between mother and daugbt.er- before and
~rter

Christine's death,
She is twenty-three but looks considerably older.
Tall like her mother, her body is thin, flat
breasted and angular, and its unat er-ec ta venes e
is accentuated by her plain black dress. Her
movements are stiff and she carries herself ··.. ith
a wooden, square-shouldered, military bearing.
She has a flat dry voice and a habit of snapring
out her words like an officer ~ivin~ orders.
But in spite of these dissimilarities, one is
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immediately struck by her facial ressemblance
to her mother. She has the same peculiar shade
of copper-gold hair, the same pallor and dark
violet-blue eyes ••• the same sensual mouth,
the same heavy jaw. Above all, one 1s struck

by the SRme stran~e, life-like mask impression

her face gives In reposs. But it Is evident
Lavinia does all 1n her power to emphasize the
dissimilarity rather than the resemblance to
her parent. She wears her hair pulled tightly
baCk, as if to conceal its natural curliness,
and there 1s not a touch of feminine allurement
to her severely plain ~et-up. Her head 1s the
same size as her mother's, but on her thin body
i t look. too large and heavy. (692)
At a first glance, one would mistake her for her
mother as she appeared 1n the First Act of Home
coming. She aeeeie a mature woman, sure of her
feminine attractiveness. Her brown-~o1d hair
is arranged as her mother's had been. Her green
dress is like a copy or her mother's in Act-One
of Homeco~ng••• The movements or her body now
have the feminine grace her mother's had poss
e aaed , (825)
The basic similarity between Christine and Lavinia is
noticeable before Christine's death.

In Homecoming Adwm

tells LaVinia, ·You're so like your mother in some ways.
Your face is the dead image or hers.

And look at your hair.

You won't meet hair like yours and hers
Sundays" (704).

a~ain

in a month or

One or the townspeople, Minnie,

c~mment8

about Lavt m a , "She looks like her mother in face" (693).
Christine Was

ri~t

when she told Lavinia, "You've tried

to become the wife of your father and the mother of Orin:
You've always schemed to steal my placel"(7l6).

Christine

fails to include that Lavinia is also trying to become the
lover of her lover.

After Christine's death LaVinia does

take her mother's place.

In The Haunted, Orin tells Lavir.
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la, ayou don't know how like mother you've become.

I don't

mean only how pretty you've gotten-..... I mean the change in

your soul,

to~•••

L1ttle by little it grew like mother's

soul- as if you were stealing hers- as if her death had set
you free- to become herZ" (827). Later Orin again says to
Lavinia " ••• now you are motherJ

you" (854).

She Is epeckf.ng now through

When Peter first sees Lavinia after her trip

to the islands he stops "startledly, thinks for a second
it Is her mother's ghos t;" (829).

I-I thought you

were~!

He "(stammers) Vinnie!

I can't realize it's youZ

You've

grown so like youn-." (829).

Aside from the Physical resemblance between

C~~lBtlne

and Lbvlnla, Lavinia has Christine's hypocritical, cunning,
and calculating nature.

Evidences of these characteristics

in Lavinia are found throughout the trilogy in almost every
relationship she has ?1.th the other characters.
act of cunning takes place before the
w~s

trilo~y

'I'he first

begins.

This

when Lavinia went to New York City to spy en Christine.

'!he next Bct of calculated cunning occurs when LaVinia makes
Adam reveal his true identity to her.

LaVinia makes the

provocative remark to Adam)"But I suppose it would be foolish
to expect anything but cheap romantic lies from the son
of a low Canuck rrar-s e girll" (706).

And Adam, so enraged

that he forgets to ignore her, answers berore he realizes
he has given himself away.

Lavinia's next act of trickery

takes place between Christine and herself.

Here Christine

and Lavinia try to outwit each other, but Lavinia has the
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Ls.v Lnd a cleverly

p owez- over Christine to make her euccumb ,

wrote to Ez.ra and Orin about Adam and Christlne-- l I o n l y enr-:ugh
so they'd be suspicious and vat.en" Christine.

Christine

says to Lavinia, "I see vhet it's Going to meen-c--t.hn-t youwill a.Lway e have this to hold over

'~e

t.humb for the rest of my life ll (718).

and I III be unde r- your
It is here in Homecoming

that Ohr-t e t.i ne t scues the waz-nLng to Lavinia that Lavinia
herself is to issue to Orin in The

H~Q~tecl

thus indicating

that the .the e L has ccme full cLr-c l.e ; the circle 1s complete
~s Lavinia has becone altoEether like her mcther.

Christine

had aa l.d , "Take care Vinnie! You'll be responsible 1f--"
(71~,) I and Lavinia repeats "(the exact tau-ee.t. she had goaded

her act.her- to make in Act

T1w

of HOI!lecoT']ing.) T::d':e care, Orin!

You'll 'be r-es--onsf.b'l.e if--I" (S43)

It is in The Hunted

ve see ano t.he r- ac't of Lav Lnda I s cunnt ng ,
Lavinia working on Orin.

This t.Lme vre see

Christine and Lavinia are vying

for his support and they each know what will Eove
side.

that

hi~

to

~er

When Lavinia starts to persuade him to see her side,

in Act Three of The Hunted, Orin has already been persuaded
to his mother's side.

Therefore Lavinia's task is twice as

difficult 'and since she succeeds, her victory is t.wLce e a
great.

At first Orin is stubborn and refuses to listen to

wha't Lavinia has to say about Chri s t Lne ,

Lavinia ar-cuee e Orin

by saying, uYou're still the spoiled crybaby that she can m.o.ke
a fool of whenever she pLee.s ee l " (784).. Orin is
answers, "That's enouGh from you" (784).
tinues to attack.
she tries another.

II

stung " and

But k4vinia con

Seeing that one method is not successful
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"(With

Q

calculated, scornfUl contempt)" (784) she says,

"Then if I can't make you see your duty one way, I will

another:

If you won't help me punish her, I hope you're

not such

8

coward that you're willing to let her lover

eac apel " (784);

Levlnia knows this will be the way to

win Orin to her side, and

8S

Orin answers with

nawakenl~

suspicion" (784) she knows that this 1s the course of

action to pursue.

Furthermore, Lavinia is Tully aware of

the repercussions of this method because at the end of
Act Two of The

Hunted Christine pleads with Lavinia, "Don't

tell him Cbriri) about AdIlJll.

couldn't live then!

exactly

~h8t

He would kill him!

I would kill

does happen.

mY8elr~"

Lavinia

I

This 1s

(778),

calculatln~ly

goads

Orin by 't e Ll.Lnz him, "she'd (Christine] .ror-ao t.t.en you

were ever alive ••• all she's
of ner-s-j " (785).

though~of

is this low lover

She tells Orin that Christine is Just

wai ti~ for a chance to "run orf and marry him (A:lam)lI
(785).

Lavinia reveals all she round out trom her trip

to New York when she spied on Christine and Adam, "I
heard her telling him, 'I love you, Adam.' She
ing him" (785).

kiss

Orin.Jin a "eur-eer-oue rsg;e"J cr-d ea- ou t ,

RIf that1s true I'll hate her!
father then:

~as

I'll know she murdered

I'll help you punish her!

to prove it!"(785l.

But you've got

Lavinia has won her battle, because

she has the proof that orin damands.

Lavinia is successrul

because she has destroyed the confidence that Christine
had built up in Orin assurjng him that she loved him
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and hated the Mannone.

Now Orin sees that Lavinia can

prove Christine does not love him, and that she loveB
of all people- Adam Brant who 1s

8

Mannon.

Lavinia clever

ly arren;es for her and Orin to follow Christine to Adam's

cabin on his ship.

There Orin has positive proof of his

mother's hypocrisy and his sister's truthfUlness.
i. thinking all the time.

Lavinia

Although Orin begin. to get

excited Lavinia remains calm and cool and tells Orin

exactly how to act.

But Orin 1s still weak in the pre

sence of hie mother; therefore Lavinia has to keep
reminding him of what .he has told him.

When they go to

tell Christine that Adam 1s dead. Orin begins to weaken
in front of his mother.

Therefore Lavinia sharply calls,

"Orin!

After all t!":at's happened, BJ"e you becoming her

crybaby

a~aln1 ••• Leave

Marolt" (80S).

her alone!

Go in the house! •.•

Lavinia's "commanding tone" makes Orin

respond "automatically" and obey "mechanically".

There

after Lavinia, whenever she sees Orin weakening, snaps
out warningly and commandingly, "Orin I," In 'The Haunted
Lavinia repeats the same kind of hypocrisy towards Orin
that Christine had e xhf.bd t.ed toward him in The Hunted.
Now, in her mother's place completely, Lavinia similarly
pretends to Offer maternal love and care to

Orin~

But as

Christine was scheming to leave Orin for Adam so Lavinia
is schemdng to have Orin for Peter.
aware of Lavinia's intention.

Orin, however, is

When Lavinia asks Orin,
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"How can you atill love that vile woman when you know
all ahe wented was to leave you without a
Ad am II (839), Orin answers, "Yes I

thou~ftt

and marry

Exactly aa you're schem

ing now to leave me and marry Pet.er-L" (839). Lavinia's

rinsl act of treachery and cunning t e letting; Orin kill
himself.

She knew Orin was about to kill himself because

he was going to clean his pistol, and a1"ter- the shot she
says, "Orin, forgive me I" (856).

While

C~~18tlne

was alive Lavinia possessed strength

and grandeur, which Christine never had.

But after Chris

tine's auic1de Lavin1a loses her strength and becomes
weak, anxious, and tearful, exactly the way Christine had

been after Ezra's murder.

~bl1e

Christine was

allv~

she

and Orin were tied to Lavinia, but after Christine's death

the tables turn and it is LaVinia who is tied to Orin.
No~ L~vinia

is driven to distraction

sense of guilt.

b~

Orin's overwhelming

"Canlt you see," Orin says to Lavd nd a ,

" ••• Ilm the Mannon you're chained to " (843).
tells

H~zel,

"Let her talk all she likes.

And he

I'll have the

upper hand for a change, from now on" (85.1).

Just as Chris

tine, in The Hunted, was nervous that Lavinia would reveal
the truth about

E~ra's

death, Lavinia, in The Haunted,

is afraid that Orin will reveal the truth about the deaths
of Adam. and Christine.
out- and confeBs" (839).

Orin admits, ttl long to spit it
And Lavinia answers, "Yes, that

is what I live in terror of- that in one of your fits yOU'll
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say something before someone" (839).

As II-\e have seen

Chrlstlnesrls1ng fear and hysteria in The Hunted, we
can see Lavinia's parallel rising hysteria in The Haunted.
Lavinia 1s still harshly commanding Orin around, but
Dcca'"'sionally an uneasy note creeps into her voice.
"Uneasily" she says to Orin) "Now please don't begin
talking nonsense again, please. I" (827).

She tries to

make Orin rid himself of his "s111y guilt about the past"
(828).

But Lavinia 1s left weak "bec au ae the strength

she has willed into him has left her exhausted" (829).
From this point on Orin mocks and taunts Lavinia, thus
increasing her 9llX1ety.

When Orin tells Peter about

Lavinia's behavior on the islands she looks at Peter
Il

wl th

an enxt oue g Lanc e" (832).

Levd nd a c orrt f rrue a to

react with apprehension and fear to Whatever Orin does or
says.

After Orin leaves the room, lithe strain of Orin's

conduct has told on her.
frightened" (833).
in Peter's arms.
be stern.

She seems SUddenly weak and

When Orin returns he finds Lavinia
Lavinia is :frightened but meneae e to

In Act Two of The Runted Lavinia finds

Orin working on a history of the Mannon's.
Lavinia does not know What Orin is

doi~.

At first
As she speaks

to him her voice becomes "strident, as if her will were
snapping" (838).
tonight" (838).

She confesses, "1 'm terribly nervous
It is a great effort for Lavinia to control

herself and to keep calm.

Lavinia'~

rising hysteria is

notioeable in the way she talks to Orin.

She speaks to
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to him fiercely, furiously, angrily, tenselY)Qnd choklngly.
She La "strangely shaken and trembling" (842).

t-avlnia

sometimes stannners and sometimes " pl e ads distractedly"
(842), to Orin.

"Leave me alone!

she wildly cries to Orin.

Leave me alone" (84:3),

While "frantically

~abblng

his arm and shaking him fiercely" she tells him, "You 're
like a devil torturing me!" (843). Then "she breaks down

and sobs brokenly" (843).

The Third hct of The Haunted

opens with Lavinia torturedly pacing up and down, mutter
ing her thoughts aloud.
tension.

·She 1s in a terrific state of

The corners of her mouth twitch, she twines

and untwines -the fingers of her clasped hands with a
slow wringing movement ,mlch recalls her mother in the
last act of The Burrt ed" (845).

By the end o:f the act

Lavinia loses complete control and turns on Orin in a
"burst o:f :frantic hatred and rage" (854), then "breaks
down and sobe hysterically" (854).
three days later.

Act Four takes place

By this time Lavinia has under-zone a

"remarkable change".

She is again dressed in black and

she is thi n and haggard.
A:fter Orin has killed himsel:f Lavinia, addressing the
Mannon portraits, says,"r l l l live in spite of you:" (856)
~ke

Christine, Lavinia desperately tries to achieve some

peace, love" and happiness.

There:fore, she atir-ugg Ie e for

Peter's love as Christine had

strug~led

for Adwm's love.

But as Christine :failed to win her happiness- Adam-, so
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too did Lavinia fall to win her

last act of the trilogy

H~2el

h~pplne8s-Peter.

In the

tries to take away Lnvlnla l s

last chance for happiness by asking her to give up Peter.

At this request Lavinia becomes

~ore

uneasy, fearful, and

desperate until finally her rage leaves her "weak and anaken''

(861).

"More and more desperately' (864) Lavinia wildly

pleads with Peter to marry her "right away".

Then ae ahe

accidentally calls Peter Adam, she suddenly ree.l1zes, "Always
the dead between~
pe~lttee

It's no good trying any more: .•• Love isnlt

to me" (865).

she must fulfill.

She knows e.nd e.ccepts the destiny

"Ln a dead vo Lce" (865) she tells Peter

she cannot marry him, and she tells Seth, "I'm bound here to
the Mannon de ad" (866).

Once again Lavinia 1s the grand and

strong character she wes before Christine 1s death.

She even

acts again with "caLcu'Lat.ed cOl-seness" (865), and "stiffens

t nt.c her old, square shc ul.der-ed a t.t.t t.ude" (866).
afraid Lavinia will commit the same

~eak

Seth is

and cowardly act of

suicide as Orin and Christine, but Lavinia a8sure5him:
Don't be afraid. lim not going the way Mother and
Orin went. That's escaping vunishment. And there's
no one left to punish me. I m the last Mannon. I've
got to punish myself! ••• I'll live alone with the dead
••• until the curse ie paid out and the last Mannen is
let to die:' It takes the Y~nnens to punish themselves
for being born!. (866-8671

This recalls Orin's earlier que£ticn to Lavinia in Act Two
of The Haunted, uWere you hoping you could escape retribution?
You can't!U and his co-reerrt. addressed to the J-I'.annon portraits
in Act Three of The Hunted, "Death be ccme s the l·~!m.ons!'1 (780).
Thus " mourning does become this Electra." 12

While

Christine lives Lavini2 is victorious over Christine end
Orin but then, until Orin IS dent.h , he is victorious over
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Lavinia.

It Is ironic that neither Christine's death nor

Orin's death Is a victory for Lavinia..

Each death Is a step

toward her inevitable defeat.
As we have seen, Electra and Lavinia are very differ
ent characters.

O'Neill modeled his Electra after Aeschy

lus' Clytae.mestra, and although there are no

81~larltle8

between Clytaemestra and Electra there are many similar
ities between Christine and Lavinia.

This is 80 despite

Lavinia's attempt to d Lazu Lae them.
On eXamining the char-ee ber-s of Orestes and Orin we
find they possess very few COmmon characterlstlc2.

We also

see that their functions in the two trilogies are dls
s1m.11ar.

Orestes, like Eled;ra, Is more of' an instrument

for Aeschylus' thematic purpose than a character In his

own right.

Although the trilogy i8 titled after him

Orestes does not appear in the first play and disappears
before the close of the last play.

He derives his import

ance, therefore, from the fact that AeschylUS uses him
to demonstrate his idea of change from individual to
collective justice.

In The Libation Bearers he, like

Electra, invokes the gods to aid him In revenge
his father t e murderers by making them

making himself appear just.

a~,pear

a~aln8t

unjust ana

However, unlike Electra,

Orestes remains in the play to face the consequences of
his actions.

Once the trial begins Orestes' importance di

minishes because he 1s no longer the major concern.

Instead of

Orestes, the system of justice Is of primary importance.
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Thus Orestes Is not even needed In the last scenes.
Is a conflict Which

mu~t

This

be resolved between the new and

the old gode ,

Orin Is not as essential to O'Neill's theme as Orestes
is to Aeschylus' theme a

important.

This Is not to say that Orin Is not

Indeed he acquires something or the functions

of the prophetess ceesendr e ,

Although he does not have

prophetic insight In The Hunted he does have it in The Haunted.
It is orin who writes the history of the Mannons and thereby
can foresee the destiny of the remaining Mannone.

As Orin

said, -I thought1! I could see it clearly in the past I
might be able to foretell what fate 1s in store for UB,

Vinn1e- but I haven't dared predict that-not yet" (840).
But later in a burst of anger he does reveal his predic
tion, "Can't you see I'm now in Fatherls place and you're
mother?

That's the evil destiny out of the past I haven't

dared predictZ

I'm the Mannon you're chained tol" (843).

Like O'Neill,Orin has found Lavinia lithe most interesting
criminal- (840) of all bec au ee "So many strange hidden
things out of the Mannon past Combine Ln'' her.

(840).

Orin, in ACt Two of The Haunted, foresees what Lavinia is
not to realize until the last act of The Haunted.

He tells

Lav Ind a, "Were you hoping you could escape retribution?
can'tZ

Confess and atone to the full extent of the law:

That1s the only way to wash the guilt of our mother's
blood from our s ouj e I"

(839). He tells Hazel,

Tl~:o!

She

You
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Cl.av1n1BJ
(848).

can't have h apr-Lnes s I

And" Just as Orin p r-ed f c ted, Levd nd a comes to the

realization:

"I'm not going the way Mother and Orin went.

That'8 escaping
(866)

She t a got to be punished!"

punlshmen~••• Ilve

got to punish myself!"

Because Orin came to understand Lavinia clearly,

be made Lavinia face herself and thus made her aware of
what she had to do.

O'Neill has made Lavinia stran; while

AeschylUS had made Electra weak; in contrast O'Neill makes

Orin weak While AeschyluB had made Orestes strong, Orestes

knows that his mother Is guilty.

He does not have to be

persuaded that ahe must be punished.

He only hesitates

once be.ror-e killing his mother, and that Is vhen she says

to him, DHold, my Bon.

Ob take pity, child, before this

breast where many a time, a drowsing baby, you

wo~ld

reed

and with sort gums sucked in the milk that made you s t.r-ons;"
(896-898).
I do?

Orestes hesitates am asks Pylades, "What shall

Be shamed to kill my mother?" (899),

But PyLade s ,

in his only spe eeh , . reminds Orestes or his oath and his
duty to Apollo.

Orestes then, with

kills Clytaemestra.

stre~th

and conviction,

"You killed, and it was wrong," says

Orestes to Clytaemestra, "Nor $U:frer wr-ong" (126).
Orin, however, is completely unaware
guilt.

or

or

his mother's

When Christine tells orin that Lavinia suspects her

poisoning Ezra, Orin is "horriried/l e.nd says "What!

by God, that's too muchl

No,

Ir that's true she ought to be nut

in an asylum!" (774). Christine expresses to Orin her fear
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that Lavinia might turn him aaa t ne t her.

But Orin assures

her soothingly, "She can't be So crazy as to try thatl •••

No matter What you ever did, I love you better than anyth1ng
in the

world~

(775).

Orin does make a quallrlcatlon; he tells

Christine, nI could forgive anythlng; ••• except ••• that about
Br-arrt I"

Bef'er-e Lavinia speaks to him Orin 15 ashamed and

angry that he ever entertained such doubts e bou t his mother,
"Christ)

. I won t t; have such

swine to- Damn Vlnnlel

thou~ht8J

I am

8

r-ot.t.en

She must be crazy!n (779).

In tact:>

even when Lavinia says she has proof of Christine's guilt
Orin Is unwilling, at first, to even listen.

What you call proorsl"

"Never mm

Orin tells Lavinia, " ••• if you think

you're going to tell me a lot of crazy stuff about Mother,
I warn you I won't listen!
(?83).

So shut up before you start!"

Orin can't believe that Lavin1a can think her own

mother capable and guilty of' murder, trGood God, do you
actually believe_?n asks Orin.

And when Lavinia tells him

what she heard and saw, Orin says, "That I e all your crazy
imagination!

God, how aan you think-?

Do you realize

you're deliberately accusing your own mother-Itt s too
horrible and mad L, I'll have you declared insane ••• and put
in an asylum!" (?83).

When LaVinia f'inally tells Orin about

Cprietine and Adam, Orin doesn't want to believe.
you're lying," Orin "frenziedly· demands(785}.

IITell me

But, becom

ing suspicious, he admits he will believe Lavinia as soon as
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he bas proof.

"In anguished uncertainty" Orin saya to

Lavinia, "But you haven't proved

anythl~

yetl

It's only

your word against hera! .•• 1'11 help you punish herZ

you1ve got to prove it! (785)
Orin must be persuaded, his

But

Unlike Orestes, therefore,

moth~'s

guilty.

~~en

Orin

discovers his mother with Adam he does not hesitate, he is
only too eager, to kill Adam.

But

9~aln,

unlike Orestes,

or-an never thinks of murdering his mother, nor could be
have murdered

Ch~lstlne

as Orestes murdered Clytaemestra.

Another-strong evidence of Orin's weak character 1s
his intense Oedipus complex.

Even after the war he 1s ex

tremely attaohed to his mother, Orin's first words when
he returns home .from the war are "vhe r-e t s r-o ther ?
she'd surely be waiting for me" (760).

I thought

Before Orin learns

of Christine's adultery and murder he tells her that she
"comes before everything" (769) that she is his "only girl"
(776), that he loves her "better than anything in the world"
(775), ani he recalls the past when their

pass~ord

was

II

no

Mannonls allowed ft (772) and how Christine used to let him
brush her hair and how he loved to (777).
spoiled crybaby" (784).

He is "still the

But even after Orin learns of Chris

tine's adultery and murder he cannot sever the ties to his
mother.

When Orin tells Christine that her lover is dead,

she begins to moan.
to forget Adam.

He pleads with her to stop moaning and

Orin

blames Ezra's

murder on Adam and

tells Christine that she wasntt responsible for anything
because she was under Adam's in.fluence.

Orin still cannot
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understand how hie mother can love Adam and can no longer
love him.

He cries and pleads to Christine, "MotherJ

Don't moan like thatZ ••• Why do you
vant'B

baBt~d?

murderl

~leve

for that ser

I know he was the one who planned Father's

You co» Ldn t t have done that! ..... He hypnotized you! ......

How else could you ever have imagined you loved that low
ewineJ

How else eould you ever have said those

you'll forget him!
you happy:

for~et

him!

I'll make

We Ill ••• go away on a long voyage,.... Mother!

Don't you hear me?

always love him?

me:"

I'll make you

thl~s- •••

Why won't you speak to me?

Will you

Do you hate me now1 ••• Say you forgive

(80g).

The furles Jwho are a major factor in the Orestela,dls
appear in O'Neill's trilogy and in their place we find
only the gUilty conscience or Orin.

In the Oresteia the

Furies ere externally represented on the stage.
Orestes is the only one to see them at the end of

Although
~

Libation Bearers they become Visible to everyone in the
Eumenides.

They rorm the chorus.

the furies are internal.

In Mourning Becomes Electra

They never appear on the .rt.ag e

because they are only in the mind or Orin, as his deep sense
of' guilt.

l'It was here," Orin tells Lavinia, n -etie- the
last time I saw her alive_" (825). III was
sure she'd be waiting ror me in there, v~ere
But she wasn't! She isn't anyw.hera•.• She's
gone forever. She'll never rorgi ve me now: •••
What is she to meY I'm not her Bon anymore!
I'm Fatherls! I'm a Mannon! And they'll welcome
me home!" (826)
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In

8unmar1~lng

Orin's ..'leak characteristics we see

his inability to believe in his mother's

~11t

of his unusually strong attachment to her, his

because
In81~tence

on proof which even then cannot arouse him to murder Chris
tine, and his own strong, destructive sense of guilt which
leads him to
cide.

co~t

his final and most cowardly Qct- sui

In summarizing Orestes'

Btron~

characteristics we

see his sense of duty and honor towards his father and him
self, his ability to believe in his mother's

~11t,

to

carry through her punishment with conviction and belief
in his righteousness, and the fact that suicide does not

even occur to him.
The motives of Oreates and orin are as dissimilar
their characters.

8S

Orestes kills both his mother and his

mother's lover whereas Orin klll6 only his mother's lover.
orestes is clearly motivated by rour forces, by Apollo,
by his love ror his father, his hatred of Aegisthus, and by
the sense or injustice done to him.

As Orestes says, "numer

ous desires converge to drive me on:

the god's urgency and

my rather's passion and with these the

los~

or my est&tes, •••

the thought that these my citizens ••• must go subject to tbis
brace or women; since his heart CAegisthus) is r'eme.Le J" (L.B.
300-305)

With regard to the rirst rorce, Apollo, Orestes says,

"The big strength of' Apollo's oracle wIll not :forsake me.

For

he charged me to win through this hazard ••• told me to cut
th~

down in their own :fashion••• He said that else I must my
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self pay penalty with my own life" (L.B. 269-277).

In

The Eumenides Apollo himself says to Orestes, TIl will

not give you

u~ •••

For it was I who made you

mother down" (Bu , 64 &: 84).

~trike

your

The chorus too tells Apollo

he 1s to blame for Orestes actions.

"You are the one

~o

did itj all the guilt 1s your-a" (198-200), the chorus
tells Apollo, "You gave this outlander the word to kill
his mother"

(Eu , 202).

And Orestes fit his trial, pleads,

l'Apollo shares responsibility for this" (465).

chorus asks Orestes,
you do this?1I (Bu ,

~By

59~),

this god, here (Apollo).

When the

whose persuasion and advice did
orestes answers, "By order of

So he testifies" (Eu. 594) •

Like Electra, Orestes wants
He believes that justice and

•

ven~Qnce
rl~t

for Agamemnon's murder.

demand this

e

ve~Ance.

In his f1r8t speech or Orestes in The Libation Bearers he
cries, "Zeu a , gr-ant me ve~\nce for my father's murder"
~

17).

(L.B.

Orestes, like Electra, is angry that hjs father was

dishonorably murdered.
death" (L.B. 479).

"Shall she not pay :f"or this dishonor,"

Orestes asks (L.B. 435).
Orestes asserts,

III

He was a "king who died no kinJ;ly_

After he has murdered Clytaemestra,

killed my mother not without some right.

My father's murder stained her II (L.B.I027).

As he stands

over the murdered Clytaemestra and Aegisthus, Orestes states
"it was in all right that I achieved tj-Le death, my mother's"
(988).

.At his trial Orestes cla1ms, "He [,Agamemnon) died

Without honor when he came home.

It was my mother ••• who •••
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cut him down •• ..1••• killed the woman Who gave me birth ••••
My father was dear, and this was veNl;epce for his blood"
(Eu. 458-464).

As Orestes 1s angered by Clytaemestra's behavior toward
Agamemnon so too Is he angered by Clytaemestrals behavior
with Aeglsthus.

He hates AeglsthuB whose "heart Is female"

(L.B. 305); therefore he tells Clytaemestra "my purpose Is to
kill you over his body.
father while he lived.

You thought him

bl~ger

than my

Die then and sleep beside him, since

he 1s the man you love, and he you should have loved
only your hate W (L.E. 904).

After he has murdered

~ot

Ae~lsthuB,

Orestes tells the chorus, "of Aeglsthus' death I take no
count: he has his seducer1s punishment, no more than law·
(L.B. 9E9-990).
Still another motive which Impel~B Ore~tes to murder
Clytaemestra and AegisthuB is his feeling that he has him
self been treated unjustly.
him.

Orestes prays to Zeus to direct

"We both," he complains, speaking about Electra and

himself,

R

er e driven from the house that should be oure"

(L.B. 253-254).

When Clytaemestra is pleading with Orestes

to spare her life Orestes enswer-e , "No, you bore me and
threw me aVilay, to a hard life.••• Ybu sold me" (L.B. 912-915).
While Orestes stands over the dead bodies of Clytaemestra
and Aegisthus he says, "Beho Ld the twin tyrannies of our land,
these two who killed my father and who sacked my house" (L.B.
973-974) •
Orin's motives are different.

First of all there sre no
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gods compelling or sanctioning his actions.
loves his mother and hates his father.

Second, Orin

"I III tell you

the t.r-u tji ;" Orin tells Christine, !II won't pretend to you
Ltm Borry he I e dead" (772).

Ani he tells Lavinia, IlMother

means a thousand times more to me than he ever did!" (784).

This 1s the reverse of Orestes' feelings.
ho~ever,

Orin hates his mother's lover.

Ae~lathus

for

brln~lng

Like Orestes,
But Orestes hated

dishonor to his family, for aiding

in the murder of the father whom he loved, and for dlsposs€ 8 
sing

him of what was rightly his, while Orin hated Adam

partly for bringing dishonor to his fwnily, but primarily
for dispossessing him of his

mo~er'B

love.

Jealousy 1s

Orin's primery motive for murdering Adam, whereas it 1s not
even one of the several motives that prompted Orestes to
murder Clytae!nestra and Aegf.e thu e ,

As Orin said, III c an

forgive anything- anything!- in my mother-except ••• that
about Brant!" (775). One of Orin's first questions to
Lavinia after his return is, "What was that atu£f you wrote
about 80me Captain Brant coming to see mother? •• By God, i£
he dares eome here azef n , 1'11 make him damned sorry he did!"
(762). LaVinia, knowing how deeply Orin is attached to his
mother, provokes him into a jealous ra;e in which he cries
out his disbelief.
In The Haunted after Christine's death Orin transfers
the love he had for her to Lavinia.

Orin now feels he is in

his father's place and Lavinia is in her mother's place.
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He tells Lavinia, "I love you now with all the guilt in me-

the guilt we share!
There are times

Perhaps I love you too much, Vlnnlel •••

no~

when you don't seem to be my sister,

nor mother, but some e ta-anger-"

(85:3).

Now Orin feels the

same jealousy toward Peter that he had previously felt to
ward Adam.
promise to

Because of this jealousy Orin makes Lavinia
~lve

up Peter as Lavinia had jealou81y

1n Homecoming, that Christine give up Adam.

Orin says to

Lavinia, "You realize the promise you made means
Peter?

And never seeing him again?" (853).

insisted,

~lvl~

up

TIlls 1s similar

to the bargain Lavinia tried to make with Christine, "I
won t t tell him (Ezra-about Adem) provided you give up
Br~nt

and never see him again" (715-716).

jealous of Adam ric

Or!':1

j

As Ezra was

e jealous of Peter, or any other

man in whom Lavinia shows any interest.

~ile

Orin and

Lavinia are talking about their vacation on the islands Orin
becomes insanely jealous of AYahanni, . a native whom Lavinia
"desired f l .

Orin complains, "with r t er-c e jealousy, II of her

interest in J:vahanni..

Lavinia then reacts

"with a sudden flare of deliberately evil

j

t ke her mother

tauntin~

that recalls

her mother in the last Act of Homecoming, when she wcs goau Lng
Ezra Mannon to fury just before his murder, tI and Or-Ln "re
acting as his father

n eo ;"

grows Lt.vf d with fury (842).

last act of jealously appears when he

~ives

of the Mannon's that he has written.

H9nd:!.n~

Orin's

Hazel the history
her the paper

he says to her, Itif she (Lavinia) tries to marry Peter
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the day before the weddlng- I want you to make Feter read
what's tnatde" (848).

Hazel then asks, llyou don't want

her to marry Peter?" (848). "No," Orin answers, "She can't
have h apj.Lnee a I

3':.-,e'8 got to be punished!" (848).

The other characters in the two trilogies are rela tlvely

minor, even Aeglsthu8 and Adam, Ezra and Agamemnon.

Be

causa of their relative insignificance TIe will not need to
examine them as closely as we examined the major characters.

O'Neill devoted more time to Adam than Aeschylus devoted
to Aeglsthus.

We-learn from Orestes that

Ae~lsthus

Is

8

fem

inine" and thus a week person, "e r nee his heart 18 f'ema Le"

(Ag. 305).

We also learn from Aeglsthu8 himself that he

Is a weak person because he did not kill Ags.memnon, but let

Clytaemestra kill Agamemnon for
Aegisthus

I

him~

weak and cowardly ne tur-e ,

shall you be lord of the men or

The chorus recognizes
They ask him, "How

~~goe,

you

~~o

planned the

murder of this man, yet could not dare to act it out, and cut
him down with your own hand?"

(A~.

1633-1635) and they ask

him as aLn , llRut \"/hy, Why then, you coward, could you not have
slain your man yourself?

'Nhy must it be his wife who

killed~

(Ag, 1643-1644), Adam, like Aegisthus, is a we ak person.
Adam has to be persuaded and aroused to
before he agrees to plan Ezra's

deat~.

a~er

by Christine

But even after he

agrees that Ezra must be killed, he leaves the ectual mur
der to Christine while he safely sits and waits on his
ship.

Aegisthus t primary motives for wanting

Agamemnon's

death are justice and revenge, for his f&ther anc for him

.• ?"
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self.

After Agamemnon has been murdered AeglsthuB enters

saying, ·0 splendor and exaltation ot this day or dooml

Now I can say once more that the high gods look down on
mortals' crimes to vlndlcRte the right at last" (Ag. 1577
1579).

Aeglsthus eXUlts over Agamemnon's death because,

"Atreus, this man t e f a tih er- .... drove my father f'orth, Thy
estes, his own brother ••• f'orth from his city and his horne"

(Ag. 1583-1586).
who wrought this

Aeg;lsthuB claims) lilt Was I, 1n my right,
murde~ ••.

Now I can dIe 1n honor again,

if die I must, haVing seen him caught 1n the cords of his
just punt ehment." (Ag. 1604-& 1610-1611)..

He also mentions

the. _injustice that Atreus (lid to him, "driven,
baby in arms, to banishment"

(A~.

1606).

8

helpless

Adam's motives

for wanting Ezra's death are his love and revenge for
his mother and his love f'or Christine.

Adam tells Lavinia,

"I swore on my mother's body I'd revenge her death on him"
(709).

And Adam tells Cr...ristine, "I'll do anything you want."

(725).

O'Neill in his work diary said.

my Ae~isthus character weaker, more human, and
less evil char-ac ter, has conscience of sort ••••
Aegisthus bears strong f'acial resemblance to
Agamemnon and Orestes- hi~esemblance to Ores
tes attracts Clytaemestra- his r.esemblance
to her f'ather attracts Electra. 13
As O'Neill devoted more time to Adam than Aeschylus de
voted to Aegisthus, sO O'Neill devoted
Aeschylus devoted to

A~amemnon.

mo~e

t1me to

However, Ezra and

are no more important than AClam and Aeq;1sthus.

Ez~a

than

Agame~on

Ear-a 1s an
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entirely different person from Agamemnon.
their situations are different.

of all

Flr~t

Agamemnon has 1n Borne

ways deserved his deeth, whereas Ezra has not deserved
his.

It was Agamemnon's decision to

one promiscuous woman.

wa~e

the war over

Ezra however, volunteered to be 1n

a war that he had no part in originating.
besides waging a

WeI'

Ap.;amemnon,

for such an unimportant cause,

committed a crime in order to permit him to carry

this war.

This crime was the

daughter, Iph1genia.

throu~

sacrifice of his own

Although AgwmemnoD started out to
~

war as a mini ster of justice to take vengence
on Paris,
,

he stepped beyond his duty and acted
'Lhe Herald tells us wha t

A~amemnon

sacrl1e~lously•.

has done, "Gone are

t1:elr (}'rojan's) altars, the sacred places of the gods

are gone ..• ~~ilty of rape and theft,

condemne~,

r.e lost

the prize captured, and broke to sheer destruction all
the house n (Ag. 527-528; 534-535).

However, these are

rigamemnon's sIns before the play itself begins.
in

t~e

play when Agammnnon comes

ho~e

Then

he nobly thanks

the gods who helped to bring him home, and nobly tells
q~e.r'-lesWi'not

to reverence him as a r-od but as a man.

But t!-:en he coucet ts another sfn- the sin of pride- by
t.r ead t ng on the purple carpet.

Ezra, however", is not

guilty of any of these or any other s f ns ,
Agame~~on,

Only, like

Ezra is carrying his fether's curse.

\~ere

Agamemnon was so concerned over political matters, Ezra
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Is concerned with domestic

matters~

Agamemnon was politi

cally motivated to enter into the war but Ezra was motivated
by domestic reasons.

Ezra

de~per8tely

love but he feels she hates him.

desires Christine's

Ezra tells Christine:

I call to mind the Mexican Were I could SE'e
you wanted me to go. I had B feell~ you'd
grown to hate ma••. That was why I went.
I

was hoping I might get
back you had turned to
I was hardly alive for
made up my mind I'd do

kl11ed••• When I came
your new beby Orin.
you any mor~•.• I
my work in the world

end leave you alone in your lira••• That's

why the shipping wasn't enough- why I te
came 8 judge am. 8 mayor; ••• Folks in town
look on me as so ab.l e] Hal Able f'or what?
Not for what I wanted most in 11f'eJ Not
for your love: (739)

Ezra, unlike

A~amemnon,

i8 preoccupied with thoughts of

death, love, and lire, primarily death.
i~

Ezra

Almost the moment

home he asks, "All victory ends in the defeat of

deeth••• But does defeat end in the victory of death?" (732).
Ezra says he has had his "fill of death" (733') and would like
to f'or-ge t; it but he cannot.
seein~

these

He tells Christine, "It "as

death all the time in this war

thing~- •• Deatr

~ot

me to thinking

made me think of life.

Before that life

had only made me think of death! .•• Life was a dyd ne; ,
born was starting to die.
I'm

~ick

of death!

Death was

bein~

I want life!" (740)

Being

born(738), .••

Both

A~amemnon

and Ezra are able men but Ezra is not the proud man that
Agamemnon is.

Another dlfrerence between the two is that

E?:ra loves Lavinia and hates and is jealous of Orin.
in his

~urk

diary, expla.ins:

OINeill,
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"Agamemnon frustrated in love for Clytaemestrs, adores
daughter, Electra, who resembles her, hates and 1s jealous
of his son, Orestes." 14 In contrast, there 1s no indication

from Agamemnon, 1n the Oresteia, of his feelings toward
Ele ctra or Orestes.

This is because AeschyluS" was not

concerned with the "intense basic human interrelationships," 15
as was 0 'Neill.

Because O'Neill's thematic purpose was different from
Aeschylus

I

and because the nature of drama itself has

change~O'Nel11

did not need such characters as the Herald,

nurse, and Cassandra.

O'Neill was able to incorporate the

function of these Aeschylean characters into his major
characters.

The Herald, for example, announces Agamemnon's

return and tells what took place in Troy during the war.
OINeill, however, has Seth announce Ezra's return and Ezra
himself relates what happened during the war.

O'Neill was

.,..,~

able to eliminate"minor character,

the nurse.... because of

differences in the mechanics of the plot.

Although Cass

andra is one of Aeschylus' most powerful and dynamic characters,
o 'Neill is able to include this power in Lavinia, and Cas san
dr a t s prophetic capaci ty in orin.
0 'Neill added two charac
Tne"/
ters, Hazel ani Peter and the chorus are very minor figures

••

and their characters are only revealed

supe~ficially.

The

Lmportance of the chorus, in the Oresteia has been mentioned
pr-evfou e Ly,

O'Neill's own general statement concerning
t

Lon is this:

characteriz~-

Characterization-Exclude as far as possible
and consistent with living people, the easy
superficial characterization of' irrlividnal
manneri~s- unless these manneriams are in
evr table f'ingerprints of inner nature- essen
tial revelations. ~'is applies to main people
of trilogy. Townsfolk, on the other hand, should
be confined to exterior characterization- main
characters too interior- Peter and Hazel should
be almost characterless, ••• they are the un
troubled, contented "good", a sweet, constant
unselfconscious, untempted virtue amid which
evil passion works, unreco~nized by them
(until errl)- but emphasized by their contrast. l(

c.

~eme

and Imagery

Aeschylus' theme is Justice.

He presents three different

aspects of Justice, one in which right opposss right, one in
which the blood bond opposes the marriage bond, and one in
which indi Vidual retribution opposes collecti ve retribution.
In connection with this theme Aeschylus uses the eagle and
hare imagery as symbols of justice, as Homer had done.
Al though Aesohylue begine by using the eagle and here imagery

as Homer had, he then reverses their significance thU8 making
the imagery establish a contrast to Homer.
choral ode in

Ag~emnon

In the first

the eagles are representative of the

Atreidae, sons of Atreus, the ministers of justice.

"Their

cry of war went shrill from the heart, as eagles stricken in
agony for young perished" (Ag. 48-50).

Here the esgles ere

Qvenging their young; they are acting in the name of justice.
But in the following choral passage, after Clytaemestrats
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entrance, the eagles are no longer the avengers; they are the

destroyers and oppressors: DThe wild bird portent hurled rorth
the Achaean's twin-stemmed power single hearted, lords of the
youth of He LLaa , with spear and hand of strength to the land

of Teucrus.

King. of bird. to the king. of .hip ••••• they

lighted, watched by all tore a hare, ripe, bursting with young
unborn yet" (Ag. 109-119).
Agamemnon, are the

II

Here the eagles. Mem.laus and

twin-stemmed power" 'Which Is brutally

destroying the pregnant hare, Troy: TIThe grave seer of the
hoat saw••• the fighting sons

(Ag.122-l2B).

o~ ~treu8

feeding on the hare"

This injustice (instead of justioe) angers the

gods, "ilrtelUh ••• 1a angered with pity at the flying hounds of
her father eating the unborn young In the hare and the shiver

ing mother.

She is sick at the eagles' feasting"(Ag. 133-137).

'Ih e eagle image does not occur again until. '!he Libation Bearers

where Orestes says:
I f you (\;he gods) de.troy these fledgelings of a

father who gave you sacrifice and high honor, from
what hand like hi• •hall you be given the 'acred
feast which 18 your right? Destroy the eagles'
brood (Oreetes and Electra:>, and you have no more
means to send your signs to mortals for their strong
belief (L.B. 254-259).

Orestes uses the eagle image as it was used in Homer and
Aeschylus originally uses it in the beginning of the

88

Agam~on~

There are four dominant images throughout the trilogy ..

The passage in which the eagles become the symbol of oppressors
introduces three out of the four dominant images, animal, sick
ness" and .tertiI! ty images.

The eagle

am.

the hare are only

two of the many animals that appear as symbols in the Oresteia.
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The Rlion cub" (Ag. 717) represents Helen, whereas the "bloody
110n" (Ag. 827) represents Agamemnon.

Agamemnon sees himself

&s • a Wlld and bloody 110n swarming above the towers of Troy
to glut its hunger lapping at the blood of kings· (Ag. 827-828).
Cassandra calls Clytaemestra a "Viper double fanged" (Ag. 1233),
and a -woman-lioness, who goes to bed with the wolf Qleglathus),

when her proud lion (.Agamemnon) range. far awa7" (Ag. 1258-1259).

C17taemestra refers to Cassandra's cries as "swanlike" (Ag. 1444).
Like Cassandra, Orestes calla Clytaemestra a "deadly viper"
(L.E. 248).
pi ty:

Electra uses animal images to explain her want of

"Leb her fawn if she likes.

It softens not.

For we

are bloody like the wolf and savage born .from the savage mother"

(L.B. 420-422).

Part

ot the reason why Electra Is so "savage"

Is that she has been kenneled by Clytaemestra like a "Vicious
dog" (L.B. 447).

And part of the reason for Orestes anger

toward Clytaemestra is that she caught Agamemnon "like a beast"
(L.B. 493).

The chorus tells Orestes about Clytaemestra's dream

in which "she dreamed sbe gave birth to a snake" (L.B. 527).
Orestes tells the chorus, "I turn snake to kill her.
what the dream portends" (L.E. 550).

This 1s

Then, when Orestes is

about to kill Clyta6lDestra she realizes, "you are the snake I
gave birth to" (L.B. 928).

Even the rmrse picks up the animal

imagery by likening a baby to a beas:t (753).

After Orestes has

killed Clytaemestra he refers to her again as a "water snake"
and a ·viper- (L.B. 994).

'lhe chorus tells Orestes he has

"liberated all the Argive city when <he) lopped the heed. of
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these two snakes (/legis thus and Clytaemestrli) with one clean
strcke" (L.B. 1046-1047).

When the turies begin to appear to

Orestes he see03 them "wreathed in a tangle of snakes· (L.B.

1060).

In the Eumenides the ghcst or Clytaemestra appears erd

her speech 1s dominated by animal 1mages: aSleep and fatigue,
two masterful conspirators, have dimmed the deadly anger of

the mother snake (Eu. 126-127) •••• The beast ycu are arter is
a dream, but like the hound whose thought of hunting has no

lapse, you bay

h~

on" (Eu. 131-132).

Apollo, also, uses

animal images. He calls the turies "foul animals" (Eu. 644),
and warns them to leave this house or else they "may feel

the flash and bi te or a flying snake launched from " his bow
(Eu. IBa-lB2).

·Out then," Apollo

orde~

"you rlock or goats"

(Eu. 196).

The second

do~nant

image 1s disease and sickness.

The

chorus asserts that dterror returns like sickness to lurk in
the house- (Ag. 154), and it is "the sickening in ments minds"

that brings ·fresh cruelty· and "daring· (Ag. 222-223). Orestes
claims he must avenge his father's murder, otherwise his :father's

spirit would

p~sh

him.

ulcers that ride 'upon

Apollo ·spoke of' the slckn easses,

the flesch, and cling, and with wild

teeth eat away the natural tisgue, how on this disease shall

grow in turn a leprous fur" (L.B. 279-2B2).

The chcrus is

horrified by Orestes'and Electra's prayers for revenge, amy
flesh crawls as I listen to them pray· (L.B. 464).
says,

~Sickne8.

that fights all remedy.

The chorus

Here in the house
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lies the cure for this" but only by -fierce wreak and blood

shed- (L.B. 4?O-474).

Aeglsthus sees the house as "ajz-eady

bitten end poisoned" (L.B. 841).

Athene tells the chorus that

the decision must be a just one or else the "venom••• will return

to infect the soil, and sicken" the land (Eu. 478-479).

The

chorus of fUries 1s angered by the new gods, Athena and Apollo,
and tells

th~,

-I ••• shall let loose on the land the vindictive

polson•••• Thls from itself shall breed cancer ••• and drag its
smear of mortal infection on the ground" (Eu , 782-787).
The third dominent image is fertility.

This image begins

.1 th the pregnant hare in the opening of the Agamemnon, " a

hare, ripe, bursting with young unborn" (103. 119).

Theil again

it 1s present 1n the choral passage Just before Agamemnon's
entrlillce:

Human wealth grown to !Ulnees of stature breeds
again nor dies without issue. From bigh good
fortune in the blood blossoms the quenchless

agony •••• Only the act of evil breeds others to
follow ••••When the dawn of destiny comeS and birth
is given to the spirit noDe may fight nor beat down,
sinful daring (Ag. '766-'769).
Electra uses a fertility
nno

~e

1n her prayers to her father.

not wipe out this seed of the Pelopidae n • she prays (L.B.

503).

And the chorus in The Libation Bearers says, "rrumber-Leaa ,

the earth breeds dangers •••• Torches blossom to burn along the
high space between ground end sky" (L.B. 585-590).

After the

nurse goes to bring Aegisthus to the house the chorus prays
that

I[

the old murder in the house breed no more n (L.B. 805-806).

In the Eumenides the chorus represents the furies.

They feel

that they have been wronged by Orestes and they are determined
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that -he shall neVer go tree.

Cursed suppliant, he shall feel

against his head another murderer rising out of the same seed"
(Eu. 175-177).

Athene asks the chorus. "Who ars you? •• Ttbo

are like no seed ever begotten ••• 1n the likeness of any human
form"

lEu.

407-412).

Apollo uses fertility images while he is

pleading for Orestes' release, -The mother Is no parent of that
which Is called her child, but only nurse of the new planted

seed that grows" (Bu , 658-660).

The ohorus of furies Is angry

and declares that they will drip vindictive poison on the land

so that it -shall breed cancer" and be "leafless and barren"
(Eu. 784-785).

Athene begs them. "Do not be BngJ."y any longer

.,1 th this land nor bring the bulk of your hatred down on it,

do not render 1 t barren of fruit, nor spill the dripping rain

of death In fierce and jagged lInes to eat the seeds" (Eu. 800

803).

But the chorus of fUries repeat their curse to make the

land sick and sterile.

reasonable

am

Again Athen pleads with them, "Be

do not hom a reckless mouth cast on thb land

spells that will ruin everything which might bear !"ruit ••••
Here is a big land. and from it you ahall win first !"ru1ts in

offerings for children and the marriage ri te for al.ways"
(1lU. 829-836).

As the furies' hate ebbs thsy .,ant to put a spell.

on the land but they ask Athene, "what shall it be?" (Eu. 902).
and Athene answers, "Let it come out of the ground, •.. and the

sSed and stream of the so11' s yield and of the graZing bsasts

be strong and never fail our people as time goes, and make the
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human seed, be kept alive" (Eu. 904-909).
"pr-oncunc e words of grace.

Finally the fUries

Nor blaze of heat blind the blossoms

of grown plants •••• Let no barren deadly sickness creep and kill.
Flocks fatten.

Earth be kind to them, with double fold of

fruit in time appointed for its yielding" (Eu. 939-946).
The fourth end last dominant 1mage 1s the net.

Connected

with the net are cof Ls , web, cord, yo'J(e., tiang Le, and. others.

Clytae.mestra tells the chorus in Agamemnon that if

Agam~on

had been wounded as many times as she heard that he had been,

he would have been ·cut full of gashes like a fishing net
(Ag. 868).

Cassandra, with her prophetic vision can foreee

the "net of death" (Ag. 1115).

She cries out, ·see thereS •••

Caught in the folded web's entanglement she pinions him"
(Ag. 1125-1127).

"tangled evil"

And the chorus refers to what they hear as
(Ag. 1134).

Cassandra tells the chorus, "I

wear the slavets yoke on my neck· (Ag. 1226).
necessity

~at

It was to serve

she acted hypocritically to Agamemnon.

~How

else could I ••• fence high the nets of ruin", she explains
(Ag. 1~75).

Clytaemestra tells the chorus, "1 will not deny

••• as fisherman cast their huge circling nets, I spread dead

ly abundanca of rich robes, and caught him fast" (Ag.

1380-1~83).

The chorus laments, ·0 king, my king how shall I weep for you?

••• Caught in this spider'. web you lie" (Ag. 1489-1492).
Aegisthus is pleased with Agamemnon's death.

He tells thG

chorus that Agamemnon was ·caught in the cords of his just
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punishment" (Ag. 1611).

When Orestes eonfronts Eleetra for the

f"lrst time Electra Is not sure mo he Is and asks him, "Is

thls some net of treaeher1,
Ore~tes

~lend,

10U catch me In?" (L.B.320).

prays for Zeus· help beCBUse his father "died entangl

ed In the bindlng co t.Le" (L.B. 248).

Then Electra

end

Orestes

invoke their father's spirit •. Electra says, ftthlnk of the

eastlng net that the1 eontrlved for 1OU" (L.B. 492).

She sa1s

that children are "11ke corks upon the net, Cthe1) hold 'lIbe
dr6nche~

506-60'7).
shall die

and flaxen meshes, and they .111 not drown" (L.B.

Orsstes d ee leres that C11hemestra end Aeglsthus

"b7

treacher1 tsngled In ths self same net" (L.B.557).

After Orestes murders C17taemestra end Aeglsthus he dlspla1s t
the net that Cl!Ught Agamemnon and his murderers, "Behold again

•.• the engine against my wretched father they devised, the
hands' entanglement, the hobbles for his feet •.•• Stand around
me in a circle and display this net that c augh t a manti (L.B.

880-984).

Referrlng to the net he asks, "end thls thlng,

what shall I eall It end be rlght, In all eloquence?
.for an animal or winding eheet for dead man'

Trap

Or bath curtain?

Since It ls a net ••• to entangle a man's feet (L.B. 997-1000),
••• no. I can stand by to mourn and speak before this web that

kliled m7 father" (L.B. 1014-1016).
"he
~om

cpreste~

C11taemestra's ghost .a1s,

ls out end gone awa1 llke en1 fawn so llght11,

the ver1 middle of 10ur nets"

(~.

111-112).

The furles

howl, The hunted beast hal!!l ali pped clsan from our netl!!l and

gone" (Eu. 147).

At hie trial Orestes explains, ftlt was my
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mother who entangled him 1n subtle gyves" (Eu , 460).

The

last net imagery appears in Apollo's speech at Oreates' trial.

Apollo explains that Clytaemeetra "hooded the robe on him
(Agamemnon), end Ln the blind and complex toils tangled her

man" (Eu. 634-635).

As O'Neill 1n Mourning Becomes Electra altered his
eharacters and structure, so too did he alter his theme from
Aeschylus' Oresteia.

Although Justice 1s not O'Neill's theme

be adapted Justice as an external framework for his theme.

As

Aeschylus altered Homer's idea of justice, so O'Neill alters
Aesch¥lus' idea of justice.
betw~en

Justice provides the only link

the theme8 or Mourning Becomes Electra and the Oresteia.

All the characters in the Oresteia claim they are acting in the
name of justice, but in O'Neill only one of the characters,
LaVinia, makes this claim.

When LaVinia tells Christine that

she and Orin killed Adam, LaVinia tells Christine, "You know
it was justice.
done" (809).

It was the only way true justice could be

Then, after Christine kills herself, LaVinia

repeats over and over
father- (810).

asll~,

-It is justicel

It is your justice

When Orin pleads with LaVinia to confess their

crime Lavinia S&y, -There i8 nothing to confessl
only

justicel~

(854).

There was

O'Neill also associated Aesohylus'

idea of justice with the Concept of crime and puniahment.
Lavinia tells Orin that Christine "chose to kill herself as a
punlahment for her crime" (829).

Then, when Orin tells Lavinia
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that he i, writing a history of the M9.IlIlOns, he

mockin~ly

tells

her he is ",tudying the law of crime and punishment:' (837).

O'NeIll's primary theme, in Mourning Becomes
Belonging.

E1eotra~

is

Included. in this theme Is the yearning .for peace,

love, life, and seeurltT, which, O'Neill suggests, Is to be
found in death or the womb.

The two major images, the sea and

the South Sea Islands, symbolize everything for Which the
characters yearn.

O'Neill saId he wanted to emphasize the

"sea background of family and symOOlic

mQt:v~

of

~~a

as means

of escape and releaee".17 The song ·Shenandoah" serves

a8

O'Neill's ·tbem~ SODg·181n this trilogy because it suggests
the "simple ,ad rhythm of hopele,s sea 10nging".19 It is a
"song that mors than any other holds in it the brooding rhythm

of the sea" (688).

The song Is heard in the opening and

closing scenes of the trilogy.

Although it is heard seven

times throughout the trilogy it occurs only at the beginning
or at the end of a scene. 20 The sea imagery, however, is not
confined to the sons.
shipping family.

The Yannone themselves come from

a

Although Ezra had been a ship builder he

gave up the ships and the sea, while Adam has made a career out
of them.

Lavinia explains to Peter that Adam ftwent to sea

he was young and •••he r a sailed allover the world" (697).
h~self

Ad~

Adam

tells Lavinia that he has lived most of his life at sea.

even admits that he loves them more than he has

a woman.

~en

He tells Christine,

ftTh~t's

some day to own my own clipper" (722).

ever loved

always been my dream-
'Ihe central scene takes
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place on a ship.

C~rls-

It 1s in this scene that Adam tells

tine that he loves her more than his ship.
love-and the rest 1s only

prlc~•••

"You've brought

I'll give up the sea.

think its through with me now anyway!

The sea h&tes

I

8

cowar-d" ('199). he tells her.
However, the strongest, most powerful image as far
as theme 1s concerned 1s the South Sea Islands.

In his

work diary O'Neill said:
Develop South Sea Island motive-its appeal
for them all (in various aspects)- release,
peace, security, beauty, freedom of con
science, slnlessness, etc.- longing for the
prim1tive- and mother aymbol- yearning

for prenatal non-competitive freedom from
fear- make this Island theme recurrant

motive. 21
The Islands do appeal to all the Characters, Adam, Lavtn

la, Orin, Christine, and vsr e.,

Adem 1s to-e first charac

ter in the play to mention them.

He reminds Lavinia how in

terested she waB when he told her of the islands in the South
Seas where

he was

shipwre~kedon

his first voyage.

Lavin

ia comments, ftI remember your admiration for the naked
nati ve women.

You said they had found the secret of happi

ness because they had never heard
(706).

t~at

love can be a sin"

"The Blessed Isles, I'd call the," says Adam, "You

can forget there all men's dirty dreams of greed and power!"
('106). Adam mentions the islands

a~ain

while talkicg to Chris

tine •.. He tells Christine that if Ezra were dead and he had
his own ship they would go on a voyage, and on

t~e

way back
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they would stop at the South Pacific Island.

"By God,"

says Adam, "there's the right place for love and a honey

moon" (723).

The islands are mentioned to Christine again,

this time by Ezra.

He does not refer specifically to an

island in the South Seas but for him too. "some Le Land"

means release.

He tells Christine, "I

~e

been thinking of

r've

What we could do to get back to each other.
1f we'd leave the children and go off on a

voya~e

some island where we could be alone a while.

have changed.

Ltrn aLck of de e thl

a notion
••• flnd

You'll find I

I want lifel" (740).

For a third time the islands are mentioned to Christine,
this time by Orin.

He asks her if she haa ever read a

book about those islands.

He tells Christine, "those is

lands come to mean everything that wean t t war, everything

that was

p eac e

and warmth and security" (776).

In Adam's

cabin Christine tries to cheer Adem up by telling him, "we
will be happy--once we're safe on your Blessed Islands" (799).
But with "hopeless yearning" Adam answers, -aye--the Blessed
Iales--Maybe we can still find happiness and forgetl ••• I can
see them. now•••• 'lhe warm. earth in the moonlight, the trade winds
rustling the coco

pa~8,

the surf on

a croon in your ears like a lullabyJ

the barrier reef singing
There's peace, and for

getfulness for us there--if we can ever find those islands now"
(799).
moan.

After Christine learns of Adam's death she begins to
Her moaning is more than Orin can stam and he pleads

with her, -Don't moan like thatl ••• I'll make you happy!

We'll
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leave Vinnie here and go away on a long voyage--to the South
Seas" (808).

Orin and Lavinia actually do go to these

mysterious ielands.
ment.

To Orin they bring terrible disillusion

-They turned out to be Vinnie '8 Islands, not mine. They

only made me sick--8I1d the naked women' disgusted me" (831).

But Lavinia loved the islands.
those Islands.

She tells Peter, "I loved

They finished setting me free.

There was

somethlng there mysterious and beautlful--a good spirit of
love--com1ng out of the land and sea.

It made me forget

death- (834); and she describes the islands almost exactly
as Adam had described them to Christine -, "Tb.e warm earth

in the moonllgbt--the trade wind in the coco palms--the surf
on the reer- (eM).
this; she

S8W

To her the islands meant even more than

them ae a place where natives danced "nsk ed and

innocent--without knowledge of sin" (834).

Then she tells

Peter, "Wetll mak" an island for ourselv ea on Land" (834).

Ezra,and Christine loved the islands becBlls8 they never saw
them; they always remained a beeutit'ul dream.

Ironically J the

two members of the tam.1ly who do get to the isla nd s , are
thwarted--Lavin1a is forced to leave and Orin does not find
his happiness there..Lavin1a has loved the islands because
they afforded her an opportu.n1 ty to feel happiness and love-
innocent, sinless love--which she so passionately desired.
But she is not allowed to have happiness any more than the rest
of her family; therefore abe has to leave the islands.

She
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comes to realize that she cannot have happiness after she
accidentally calls Peter Adam.

Then she sees, "Love 1sn t t

permitted to me••• I've got to punish myself ft (865-866).

Orin

is disillusioned by the islands beoause he hsd hoped to find

his mother there.

When Christine was alive OrIn asked her,

"You're my lost island, aren't you, MotherT" (787)

told

Ch~lstlne

of the islands;
yet I never

SQW

ell ar-ound me.

that while he was In the war he had dreamed
ftThere was no one there but you and me.
you, that I a the funny part.

AIrl

I only fel t you

The breaking of the waves was your voice.

aky was the same color as your eyes.
your skin.

He had

TPe

The warm s and wee Ldke

The whole island was you tl (776).

After Christine's

suicide or rn tells Lavf nf a , lilt's the way to peace--to

rIm

her agaln--my lost ls1and---Death is e.n Island of Peace, too-

mother '<111 be waiting for me there" (854).
O'Neill shows how a whole fam11y, desiring life, hapr:i
ness, and love, 18 fated to death, suffering, h e.t e ,
isle.nds represent their intangible life,
The Mannon fate is summed

u~

lov~

in Ezra's words:

and

The

hap~iness.

"Tr.at's al

ways been the Mannon I sway 0f thinking••• ~lfe was a eying.
Being born was s t ar t t ng to die.

Death was

be Ing bor-n" (733).

Ezra oesper&tely desired Christine's love, but c ou Ld not
have it because she hated him and loved Adam,

Before the

war life made Ezra think of death, but during the war death
made him think of life.
he violently hates
sick of death!

dea~

When Ezra returned from the war
and Violently desires :ifej "I'm

I want life" (74-0), Ezra tells Christine.
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But he cannot have life; ironically the night he returns
home he 19 murdered.

Ezra and Orin both came home seeking

life and found death.

Orin said to Christine. "1 hoped

home lVOuld be e.n escape from death- (787).

Orin came home

I.

hoping to find his mother's love waIting for him, but in

eteed he found Adam the objeot of hie mother

love.

'lb1nk

Ing that if Adam were dead his mother 'Would love h'm

agaln, Orin murders Adame

But Adam's death causes Crrls

tine1s death, and death Is the only solution left for
Orin.

Adam loves Christine but although she loves him

they ere not permitted to live to enjoy their love.
bina triee deeperately to have happiness and love.

Chr1s
She,

like Orin, resorts to murder, thinking that if Ezra were
dead she and Adam could
plans do not work;

~B1'ely

11 ve and love.

Adem Is murdered.

But her

Once Adam Is dead

her chance for love and happiness 18 dead.

Therefore,

since She kills hs?self, desth is the only life !he chooses.
LaVinia more than the other characters 1s frustrated 1n her
attempts for love and happiness.

She trles~o become the wife

of her father, the mother of her brother, and the lover
of her mother's lover, and :finally the wife of Peter.
Lavinia

pleadin~ly

cries out to Peter,

hold me close te.yQu! I want to feel love! •••
we'll have children and love them and teach
them to love life so that they can never be
po •• e••ed by hate and death. (834 •••• Nothlng
matters but love, does it? That must come
firatl No price 1. too great. 1. 1t1 Or
for peaceJ ••• Oh, won't it be wonderful, Peter-
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once •• "r-e married am have a home with a garden
and trees 1 Weill be 50 happy! I love everythln~
that grows simply up toward the aun-o-ever-ybh Ing
th:at's straight end strong! I hate what's

.arped and tWists and eats into itself and die.
ror a life time in shado•. {855l••• 1 want a
little while or happlne5~••• I want a moment

of joy--of' love" (864).

But,Lavinia, claims O'Neill, 1s -always fated to be her mother's
rival In love, always defeated ll • 2 2

But hard as they all try

for happiness, life, and love they all fail. Their lives
This t e s ymbo Ld z ed by "Lf f e-eLf ke death

are a living death.

mask s· 23 of' the char ae ter s •

O'Neill, more

th~

Aeschylus, emphasizes fate.

In his

work diary o'Neill states that Mourning Becomes Electra
"Is primarily (sJ drama of hidden life forces--fate-
behind lives of' characters".

24

He asserts that the "errt i r-e

me Lo dr ama t.Lc . ac tdo n must be felt as working out of p s yc l-Lc
fate f'rom past .. -therebJ attain tragic sil?:nificance--or e Lae L->
a hell of a problem, a modern tragic interpretation of
classic fate ',".ithout benefit -{' gcda-o-r'or- it must be, be
psyc~ological

fore everything, remain modern

25

gpringing out of the family __ .n

play--fate

O'Neill chose New

En~land

as ht e background because it was the "best possible drama
tically for Greek Dlot of crime Rnd retribution, chain
f9te--Puntl~

of

conviction of man born to sin and punishment".

26

O'NeiLL explains that he wan t ed a method whereby he co oLd
symbolize the

sepa~atenes~

t Lon of this fam11y,

of the V.annons, "the

f~ted

ieola

the mark of their fate which makes them

drB.!ILatically distinct from rest of vvcr-Ld .. ?7

His ori~inal
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method was the usa

ot mS3ks,but he wae displeased

~lth

that

idea and substituted for it the idea of maak--llke faces

which could be effected
~ue

~- ~ke-up.

sarves a dual purpose.

The mask-like techni

First, it 1s a "visible sign

of the family fate". 28 The Mannon look Ls c orrt Lnua.l Ly

being e.mphaslzed.

Every time a

the scene O'Neill describes h1s

to

~he

other Mannons.

rel~tlon
11

of a Manron enters

s t r l k l n g r-e aemb Lanc e "

In his work diary O'Neill ex

plalned that this
resemblance of cner-aceer-e by use of masks (changed
to rae ak-cLf ke :faceaJ intensify Mannon family re
semblance between Ezra and Orin and Adam (and

family portraits), and between Christine and La
vlnla--pecullar gold-brown hair exactly alike
1n LaVinia and her mother--S8~e as hair of eead
woman, Adam's mot~er ••• hair of woman another
recurrent rnotive--stran~e, hidden psychic
identity of C6rlstine With the dead ~oman and
of Lavinia. 2 ...
The Mannon look is each a strong characteristic that even Chris
tine, who is a Mannon onI , by marriage, has it.
"Ilv ey .:!.roVf it on their wd ve e ,

Seth's growed it too,.•• from

bef n ! i'ith 'em all his Lf f'e" (691).
mask-like

tcch0i~ue

As bes says,

ThE second purpose of the

illustrates part of

and death, as O'Neill says in his

~ork

O'N~ill'e

theme of life

diary, "the Mannon faces

are like life-·like death masks--{death-in-life motive, return
ye~rn:ng

to death-with-peace

that runs through plays)--this

can be gotten very effectively
f eml.Ly r-e s embLanc e ,

o 'Neill

'I

b~

make-cup , as can also t\;e

30

conveys the sense of fate by the o'o t.war-d ph ys Lca L

similarities among the N.annons, the inner character

simil~rities
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~ong

the wannons, the repetition of the sane scene and

words. As O'Neill say~n his work diary,

"Repetition of

the same seene--ln its essential spirit, sometimes even
in its exact words, but different oharaoters--followlng
plays

8.B

development of fate--them.e demands the repetl t.Lcn ,

II

31
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CONC"USION
Thus
lu~1

~e

have seen how much C'Nelll

Oresteia for the effects of hie

de~ende~

~lQY.

on Aeschy

There are

m~ny

striking s1m11arltles yet there are striking dlss1mt18xitles
bet~een

the two trilogies with regard to plot, character,

theme" and imagery.

One major difference between Aeschylus and O'Neill
Is their idea of tragedy.

Aeschylus sees man as a free

agent; 0'Bel11 sees man as a fated baln;.

However, free

or fated man, as seen by Aeschylus and C INeill, Is seen
In relation to his society and t\-e universe.

Aeschylus

Shows man free to make choices, O'Neill Shows man not
free to make choices.
nature of man

h~self;

nature of the universe.

Aeschylus' tragec.y results from the
O'Neill's

tra~edy

results from the

Aeschylus sees the universe as

rational and good, O'Heill sees the universe as rational
and evil.

2((' _'::CI'E3 to PART I

1..

Ae s chy Lu s , Creste l a , t r-ans , Richmond Lattimore

{Ch Lc ago t Chicago University Press, 1953), note: all
from Aeschylus 1 Oresteia will be from this
translation ~d will be followed by line references.
Line references from the A?;amemnon will be prefaced by
the abbreviation Ag..
Line references from The Libation
Bearers will be prefaced by the abbreviation L.B...
Line
references from The :-~UI:1enlJes will be prefaced by the
abbreviation Eu, ~
~uotations

2. Sophocles, Oedipus the King, trans'. David Grane
(Chicago: University of Chicagc Press, 1942), note: all
quo t at.Lon s from Sopn ocLe s I Oedipus ',Jill be from this
tr~nslation and will be followed by line r&ferences ..

3.. Euripides, Hipoolytus,trans. Davij Grene (~nicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1942), note: all quotations
from Eur-Lp Lde a 1 IHnpolytus will be f r-om this translation
and will be followed by line references.
~.
He r-odo t.u s , 'The Histories, trans. Aub r-e y De Se I l r.co ur t;
(3altimore: The Penquin Classics, 1~54), ~. ?60.

s.

Homer, Odyssey, trans. ~.V.Rieu (Baltimore: The
Penquin Classics, J.946), p. 26 ..
6.

Re.Lnoo Ld rn.ebu..hr, Beyond 'I'r-a.ge dy . (London, 193fl!, I). 2[,
'r.R. Herm , '!he Harvest ot Tragedy (London, 1956),

3.S~HlOte~, in

cp ,

·74-75.

7. Bernard Knox, oedipus at Thebes (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1957), p.5.
o
\..'.

r
c- e e a b ov e , p. "").

9. J.T. She?Dard, Aesch,lUS and Sonhocles (New York:
Longmana , Gre'3n;£ Coo, 192 ), p , 12.
10. Knox, op .. c Lt • , p , 20.
11. Ibid., p. 1L.

?OCTNOT£S to PART II

1. Sugene C 1 jJe i l 1 , '..Jorking Notes and Extracts From A
Fragmentary Work Diar! (New York, 1931). as quoted in
Barrett H. Clark (ed. , European Theories o~ the Drama
(New York, lQ47), pp. 530-531.

3.

Ibid.

l.

Bqrrett

Cla~k,

Eu ene O'Neill: The Nan and His PIa s
~. Comp anv , 1923
;'. 13 •

(New York: Robe r-y M. Xc Br-Lde

,.
,

OINeill, ..Jork Di &I'y, as quoted in Clark, p. :>""~'"
y.,.

o.

Ibid.

7.

Ibid.

S.

Ibid. , p.

;;33.

9.

Ibid •• p.

536.

10.

ug e ne O'Neill, Nine P'a7s (]'e:,f Yor-l-t Random Houae ,
note: all ouc t a t Lons f'r-om Eo·.;rn~Yl;: l3eco:Tl.es ::":lectra
",ill be from t.h ta ·ed~tion and . . T ill be followed by the pas€ ;
reference.
a

195~),

11.

O'Neill,

~ork ~iary,

as quotej in Clark, p. 530.

12. He r-be r-t J. nu t Le r-, The SDirit o~ Tra.':'edy (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1956), ~. 315, note: also in O'Neill,
~ork Diary, as quoted in Clark, p. 532.
13.

o t ue t j

ILL.

Ibid.

16.

Ibid., p. 533.

17.

Ibid.

18.

Ibid.

j ,

Work Diary, as quoted in Clar-k, p.

531.
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FOCTNOTES to PART II, continued

20. Nor-e ape c Lf'Lc a L'Ly the s on-; , "Shen ando ah'", is heard: P.t the
beginning of Act One of Homecoming L beginring of Act Three
of Homecomir.g, beginning of Ac t Four of The Hurrt e d , t.he end
of Act Five of ~e Hunted,beginning of Act One of ~
Haunue d , the beg Lnn Lng of Act Four of The Haunted, and at
the end of t~e last act of the trilogy.
21.

O'Neill, .vor-k .:li ary, as quotecl in Cl ar-k , r..• 533.

22.

Ibid. , p. 531.

:::3.

Ibid.

24·

Ibid., p. 531

"r
LO.

IbiJ.,

~0 •

26.

n.rs ,;

n. 53l.

27.

Ibid., p. 535.

28.

Ibid ., p. 031

29.

Ibid.,

3C'.

Ibid. , p. 535.

31.

Ibid.

t

n.

535.
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When

writ1n~

nbout a period we have a

te~~enc~

to

generalize and t:;nlfy that r-e r-Lod as a whc Le r a t.he r- t.nan
to ex'o Lor-e its individual, and therefore v ar-v l nc , c c.nccn-.

ent.s ,

Yet these c omoone n t.s actually do not oe r-mt t; roar.y

generalizations to be made.

~e

tend to forget how

extensive an b Ls t or-Lc a.I pe r-Lod r-e c.L'l y 1s an-:

:"'lOW

varied

The Ae ac r.y Lus who wrote the

one -iar-t.LcuLar- writer may be.

Suppliants 1s an almost entirely different

pe~son

from the

Ae ecn-j us who "rote the Or-e s t.e La , For this reason it would

not be

accur~te

to discuss all

t~e

Greek trageales in terms

of one tragedy alone, and yet it 1s also impossible to dis
cuss all of t.he m,

ed certain Jrc8k

Realizing this Ldmf tatton I nave select
tr~gedles

to illustrate both thG variety

and unity' wf t.h Ln one period.
Oed Lpu s , and Eur-Lp Lde s

t

Aeschylus

I

Or-e s t.e La , Sopho c Le a '

HipDolytus are to be the examples.

We cannot dogmatically claim what was the major
~otivation

or idea behind the tragedies of AeschylUS,

~ophocles,

or Euripides.

It is

they were partly concerned with

fuirl~'

s af e to as sume that

·,-li;".r.in~ '3

prize at the

Jionys1an festival for which the traeejies were

ori~inallJ

written J but it is also safe to a~s~~e that the idea which
recurs throughout a tragedy is the one which holds the
greatest interest for the author.
Th~Greek view of the nature of th€funi verse is funda

mentally diff5rent from the Christian view.

l~e

Greeks

I
---

----

--

-

-
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believed that the earth created the gods whereas Christians
believe that God created the earth.

Another major theolog

ical difference between the Greeks and Christians is that
the Greeks believed in many gods but Christians believe in
one God.

Furthermore, the Greeks did not have a religious

system as does Christianity.

Nor did they have a sacred

book or creed.
To a certain degree Aristotle's definition of the

tragic hero RS being a roan g r-e a t.e r' t.'1.9.!1 be is in ac t.u al.
,t{

, .{'.

life, is true.

The tragic heroes Ag amemnon , O'Ly t eeme s t.r-e ,

Crestes, Oedious, Jocasta, Hippolytus, and Phaedra, possess
a certain erandeur and nobility that surpasses ordinary
men ,

Yet the t.r-ag Lc hero h as his we akne e a e a and failings

as does every man.
t~~t
ir.~),

the

Aristotle's other statement, declaring

~ero f~lls bec~use

of e hRrnstia (error or

is not usually true.

f~il-

'Ih6 hero's ruin is more likely

to be a result of his entire character.

Whether it is one

failinr: or ;115 general character, the hero is the master
of h La own rate.

He alone makes t:-e

t.r-ag l c choice ·. . . hich

leads to the tragic action and fall.
AeschyllS, Sophocles,
be a .rr-ee ag e rrt ,

Re Lnho Ld Ni e buh r in Beyond TTageciy

said that "han is oo r-t.a L,
Th a t

That is his fate.

is his s Ln ,

first part of this s t.a te men t

-

huripides believ6d man to

Be Lng free, man is the only one r-e ap on

sible for his fate.

not to be mortal.

~d

II

;.;l1J1 pretends

In r-c f'e r-e r.ce to the

the- Gr-e e k s vrc.u Ld h av e ag r-ae d

-------

-3
Fc r- -nan is no t fated be c aus e o~ the wt L'l

vt th Niebuhr.

of the gods but ~8;: is fat~d bec~use o~ his own w511.

Nan is a v Lc t.Lm c f' h l s n-i t.ur-e , nc t
Kan is f'r-e e tc \·:ill

nc t

J'Hl

9.

act, but this

vt c t.t n of a g od ,
~,/il_l

car: he Lnf'Lue nc-.

to be moY,tfl.l.-r:.'1rrt i.:('nis sin", is also app l f c ab Le t.o

Or-e e k t.r-ace dy ,

'"ie see e vLde nc e s of this in AgarfJer:mon's

t.r-e ad Lnc- on t.he -iur-p Le carpet, in the ef'f o r-t s of
Cl~.

t ae ne s t.r a

and Orestes to !'ii)ct the

;:r':):1~

by t-hems e Lv e s ,

ir.. che de n l a I bJ Oedipus and J'oc a s t a of the or-de r- in the
knd in

~.cseusl

curse on

Hippo1yt~s.

'[he

ch ar-ac t.er s t.he ns e Lve s c onder-n -:';-;.,..,se ac t.Lons as the deeds
of n.cr-t.a l s '<r-e t.end l ng to be more than r-ror-t.a'l s ,

So-sho c Le s ,
tr'1gF.~:Y

an'} Eur-Lp Lde s h2-1f8 eh or n that the nature of

is "co be found in Man's r-e j at.j cr-sh jp to the

I'he s e t-hr-ee t.r-aged i arva L'i Lus t re t.e t.hd s idea

un I verse, wh Lch is s t.r-c nge r ,

and

tr~geuy

foT'

thus er-e iY1E: Lr- c 8. t.e s " r-ophe

~2~.

his strength is t n his \oo,·i11.

Th Ls p rornp t.s man to act,

but. he is not akway s aware of' the cona e que nc e s of lis

ac ti on s •
strivl~g

~or

ideqls

q~d

tryins to

~ndnrst~~d

V e universe.

\

-l-

In the Oresteia Ae s cbv
Lo s
" 

;13.'0

of justice in the world.

I~

Ln te r-e e t.e d in the

13.'0'5

Ln te r'e s t.e d in the nature

vedipus, Sophocles was

A.TId order of the world.

Ln

HipDolytus, Eur-Lo Lde s v a s interested in the ideals that
motivate and de t e r'ml.ne »c o-oLe

IS

lives.

Since the gOds

::,1 ayed an Lrapor-t.an t role in the lives of the Gr-ee ks they
aL'IO

p

Le.yed an trcpo r-t.an t

role in their dr-arnas ,

OIFeili retells Ae s chy l us
Aeschylus h ad retold Eome r

!

!

story of Agar-emncn ,

s story of' Agaraer-non ,

as

c·, }\e 111

utilizes the reader's j-no-n ecge of the Cresteia in b'111d
i~G ~p

the Cfl8CtS of

~ls

own play, Mourning Becomes Electra.

Al.bh our-h it 1s not essential to know Aeschylus' Crestela

in

0~der

to understand C'Neill's

both understanding and e n j oyme n t
knowleclge ..

It is the

Dur~ose

~o~rning

Becomes Electra,

are e nhanc ed by sucn
se.cond rart of

of

t~1s

s t.udy , by r-e v e aLf ng the s Lraf Lar-L ties and d Lf'f'e r-e nc e s
be t.ue en these tvo trilogies, to lead the reader to a
great~r

appreciation of Mourning

The basic structure and

ch~r~ct~rs

this p ar-e.L'l e Lj sm offers a basis
Lmp or-t.an t

1".5

Beco~es

1'01"'

Electra ..
are parallel, hut

c on t.r-e s t.s that are as

c cc-p ar-t e ons ..

imagery, structures, and crar-ac t e r-s ,

~hese

contrasts arB

obvious and -iur-po s e I'uL for they illustrate how fundamental
ideals have charige d between these two ages.
how drama itself' h9.3 ch anr-e d ..

'l''hey also show

-5

30,;8

of the structural differences t.he t oc cur between

MourninB becomes Electre ar-d the Oresteia are the follow
ing.

C'ly t aeme s tr-a is murdered bv her son; Christine

co.cu I ts suicide.

0rin

co~~1ts

Orestes is relea3ed

suicide.

fro~

~lot 3tr~cture

The deviations in

and in character are ever.
OINeill's most important

-oor-e

striking.

char~cter.

his crime;

Lavinia is

5he is present in all

three YJlays 01' Eourning 3ecomes Electra, but Electra is
present in only one

~lay

of

~~e

Oresteia e

Lavinia, inste&d

of Chr'Ls t.Lne , -ic s s e s ae s the strength and grandeur that
Glyt~~~estr~

~round

p0ssesese

C'Eeill's e-rt t r-e trilogy revolves

this one character, while Aeschylus I trilogy does

not have one central character.
Ae s chy Le 8:::' char-ao te r-s ;

C'Neill

~limi~Rtes

some

the herald, the nurse, and Cassandra;

and 'he adds c h arac t.e r-s for whora there'lre

'LO

Ae s cb.yLe an

e qu t vaLe r-t s -o-Ha ze L and Pe t.e r' ,

The themes
si~nificantly

~nd

images of the two trilcgies are

differente

t t y , net ani e n t.ang Lemerrt ,

Aeschyl~s

ar-Lma La ,

C'Reill uses images of the sea and

uses images of tertil
and d i
t~e

s e as e ,

South

Se~

wr-~ile

Islands.

Ae a cnyLua ' theme is Ju s t.Lce , individual r-c t.r-Lbu t Lcn versus

s t a t.e jus t.t c e ,

Aeschylus 1s

interests~

in mar-'s rel8tion

The Oresteia is mor-e t.h an
a domestic tra£e~:J it is c rolitic~l and Cynastic tragedy

as Hell.

OINeill, howeve r-, 1.3 concerned

re18tionship to

~an;

·~iitr--~

the theme of Belongir.g.

man t s

And, ir-s te ad

,

-0

wit~

of turning his interest cutwarj and Jealing
lmplica t.Lona

0 INe i 11

J

t ur-r.s

cosmic

Inwar-d to e xp lore ti.e P ay cbo-.

logical nature of Plan.

Cher-e I'o re , hournine eecoiC,SS 31ectra

is

tragedy.

prir'l~rily

a

do~estic

The major differer.ce between Aes chvtus ani G I Ne i I I
1s their idea of tragedy.

Aesc~ylJs

sees man as a free

ager-t., O'Neill sees man 8.8 a f'a t.e d being.

or f a t ec nar, ,

~_S

liowe ve r-,

free

seen by Aes crryLu s and nr pe t l l , is seen

in r-e l o t.f on to tvLe society and the un i ve i sea

A.s s cr.y I

shows man free to

~an

~ake

free to make"chblces.

choices;

CI~el11

shows

not

Aeschylus' trafedy results from

the nature of man himself; C'Neill's tragedy r-e s c Lts
t ....ie nnt.ur-e of the un Lver-s e ,

AeschylUS

se~s

1'1'0:'1

the ur.iverse

as rational and good; C'li:eill sees the un.Iv e i-s e as
raticnRl and evil.

'.1:

